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/There is a conclusive reason in the conyg every editor must feel, was an addition
stitution
of most of our religious pupers
muchthe
Finally,
injury.
to
{of insult
complaining Bowen complained to Judge for worldlinessin their news, miscellany,
matFancher, who granted a temporary injunc- advertisements, and too ni gly
ESTABLISHMENT. tion against the obnokious advertisement, ter. They are private and nignéy making
dry goods
Dover,
N. H.
but made haste to dissolve it, with acknowl- enterprises, equally with an

and riddles dnd playing games. But the
shrill whistle notified the approach of the
train as it passes the arch near the Dover

home something just Like it?

depot, and arouses me

‘travel could discover elsewhere.

from my

reveries.

I passed a pleasant Sabbath in Dover and
proceeded on my journey the following

any has predominating

and

Swiftly the long seas crossing,
Close-reefed, seeking the harbor,
Half lost in the spray she is tossing.
A rift in the roof of vapor!
And stormy sunshine is streaming
To color the grey, wild water
Lika chrysoprase, green and gleaning.
Cold and tempestuous ocean,

Ragged rock; brine-swept and lonely,
Grasp of the long, bitter winter,
‘These things to gladden me only!
—(elia Thaxter.

New

AND

2

Correspondence.

York
NEw

BEECHER

8

York,

BOWEN

at

Oct. 25, 1873.

NEWSPAPERS,

&cC.

A rumor creeping about in journalistic
gossip, leads to the question of general
religious papers, in a way practical enough
(asto its form at least) te excuse me for
some notice of the existing system, its in"herent evils, and the nature of the proper remedy for them. It would seem as if
Mr. Henry Ward Beecher's prestige were
showing itself rather decidedly too much
for the armament of his personal and. business

antagonist,

Mr.

much

for this great object.

relatively to wis-state it (!) by comparisons
with the exaggerated pretensions of his
competitors.
Is it
‘Whit is the true lesson of all this?
. But 1 musi \ preak off.I am crowded here
“ giv up" ? or something else ?
into my last brner, without baying indiNow I myself have (in an insignificant cated the remedy except as it is implied in
way) labored as long and as hard in this what 1 have shown of the nature of the
cause as any other man, and have felt as complaint. The ,clear implication is, that ‘|
full a share of the disappointment and a truly religious and independent paper, a
chastening which have been the conimon guide and instructor instead of an organ,
reward so far. All my life a newspaper of the great under mind, can only be atman, moreover, and never yet able to tained by assimulating its constitution to
-cense reflecting upon the abundant mate- that of a college. .The Christian editorial
rials of the subject, 1 have for some years chair needs a permanent endowment as
been confirming in the conviction that one much as any chair in science or theology,
of our mistakes, if not perhaps the cardi- and for the same reasons; such provision
nal oné, has been that we have not begun including assistance, special contributions,

Plunges the schooner land-ward,

Ede

given

Henry C. Bowen, of

the Independent. Since the ample motive
and disposition that exist for crushing Mr.

home;

reforming

first the

religious

The prosperity of his paper seems to
have been quite unnffected, and is even
now more enormous than ever, The gain
of Mr. Beecher’s paper. is largely the loss
of Mr. Bowen's paper, and the cruel pub| lication of the comparative figures, of both
| circulations, in the former paper, ‘was a
foul blow which Mr. Bowen could not but
He
feel at the very pit of his stomach.

secured

margin

ica, there is something to be done that

for extending the circulation and resources
of the paper. But the position of the In-

ly a religious newspiper printed in Amer-

for annual investment in measures

takes precedence of missionary expeditions dependent as a starting point, would be
The N. Y. worth an extra half million, and considerinto our heathen Bohemia.
nt in ing the certainty it would eonfer from the
arrangeme
judicious
its
Observer, by
separable religious and secular halves, to start, might perhaps be easier purchased
“feet

‘this

precise

difficulty, incurred

the

witty than fair, of a * semi-

epithet, more

Soeth to say, this has
to a high
newspaper

encomium,
enterprises

public, the delay to it or to give any sign
of doing it, is considered to have no other mally religious, or anything more ‘than hoSo
possible explanation than inability.
‘maeopathically religious, the case would not
the accusations against Mr. Beecher seem besobad. A young mind, intent on whiling
to lose all the little responsibility that away the hours of a Sabbath at home, will
ever attached to them; the accusers them
forage about as profitably in the Leager or
selves practically disown them; and this Frank Leslie, as it will in the Christian
result appears to be tacitly accepted by the Union or Independent. There are excelcourt of public opinionjas a nolle prosequi.
week, but a very

quarters.

first

without reserve, for Sabbath reading, hard-

that overshadow the land with their weekly
exfoliations, were semi-religious, or deci-

form of the Evangelical Alliance, was a
recognition of the abandonment of* the
prosecution, from high and conservative

This

with a fiir office outfit, the editor absolutely untrammeled, and a sound and safe corporation of trustees, the mecharical expenses would be liberally paid by subscrip- 1
tions and religious advertisements; with a.

grown (relatively)
If the * religious”

More than tacitly; the appearance of Mr.
Beecher in a prominent part on the plat

and correspondence.

weekly, before attempting to reform the
secular daily. I believe the most iinportant
newspaper-lack of the times is a pure Sabbath paper for the Christian's own family.
If we can spread open to vur children

religions paper!”

Beecher without remorse, have become
known, or at least fully believed, by the

lent things in éach, every

than not.

Vipr.

rs

i pre

2+ To the White Mountains.
BY

fellows ; we

find the mountains covered with snow, as I

have often seen them from the tops of my
native hills in West Lebanon, when they
looked like a white cloud on the horizon.
Reaching Boston and entering the Boston
depot,

a return’ ticket

with

for

«Upper Bartlett” in my pocket, I took my

small sheet would contain all the truly ve- goat in one of the nice new cars run over
ligious reading usually afforded by both ; this old and favorite road. Punctual to the
“struck, the
while the mountains of*secular and busi- moment the gong in the depot
train movthe
aud
bell
his
perniclanged
y
engineer
ness matter, trash and frequentl
since
years
fourteen
than
from
more
land
is
It
the
off.
ed
over
shoveled
cious stuff,
1 passed over this road, and though great
these great establishments, are their rea
in many of the
contribution to the Sabbath culture of the improvements are manifest
many objects
are
there
yet
of
cities,
need
and
in
towns
most
minds
nt
indiffere
young or
the *Old
into
pass,
we
as
and
,
recognized
~better influences.
If I had

room

I would pause here to do

justice to a few: exceptionally pure religious

papers by name,

but I can only say that

Granite

State,”

the

rocks

and

hills

blandly asked

him

to

cultivate

the

and

groves of beach and hemlock, the farmhouses and apple orchards and almost every
thing in sight remind me of the scenes of
early youth.
SN
Summoned by fancy, my * boyhood companions came “from their distant wander-

great common

thus

far

ited ‘the Cathedral,

toward

whose

The

are

hostile.

Several

|

vicinity, where they were besieged by a
large band of Indians,

Two companies of

soldiers left Fort Richardson on Monday in

CUSTOMS STATISTICS.

Frown figures in the customs

1873, amounted to

walls

the form
they are

$188,089,322, as agaivst

$216,370,286 for the year before,

~ A.J, MARSHALL.

off of

$28,280,764.

The

a falling

decrease

since

July 1, 1873, as compared with the previous
year

is over

$7,000,000.

The

last

tariff

at, in which tea and coffee were placed
We cull the following facts from the first ‘upon the free list, is the cause of the great
and
Secretary
Richardson
lecture by the eminent English author and reduction,
scientist, Richard A: Proctor, F. R. A. S., thinks it isa favorable sign.
FINANCIAL.
&
delivered at the Lowell Tostitute in BosThe past week has been charactorived by
ton: —+ Thesize of the stn is 1,250,000 times considerable uneasivess in business circles,
‘the size of the earth. But the question of and the failure of several large houses,
mass is of far more importance. The tails The condition of the Spragues in Rhode
of many comets were much larger than-the Island claims the widest attention. Being
sun. The actual quantity of matter consti- very sorely pressed to get money to meet
tutes the working power of matter. The their daily expenses, it has seemed as,
‘mass of the sun is 860,000 times the mass though they must actually suspend operaofthis earth.
‘The force it exerts, therefore, tions.
Such a necessity would throw
i

has

bureau it is

ascertained that the collections of customs
duties during the fiscal year ending July 30,

Proctor on Astronomy.

and strong towers seem, after seven centuries have passed over them, to stand true
tothe designs of builders, whose hopes in the
future might have been boundless. If the
traveler were only to ‘gaze on the outward

—

must he

350,000 times the power the

exerts.

If our earth was the same

earth

out of

many persons

in mass

as the sun, everybody would weigh 350,000

weight

market.

If the banks

he

employment, and

the

spirit

decide

to

upon

a great

of

the

loan

the

firm sufficient money they will go on,
No decision had been
tion excited would be equal to the fall of otherwise not.
mainly bui’’, might ees that the priest 1,000 tons, striking with the velocity of an reached up to Saturday noon.—Affairs are
and humble confessional were within. But express train.
in such a state that only pluck and cheeron the contrary he will find the pleasing
** As to the sun's light, compared with fulness and the spirit of accommodation can:
Scott with his simple garb of black floating the oxygen light, the latter iz only the 146, carry us safely through, -dnd everybody
loosely over his shoulders, dispensing the 000th part as brilliant as the sun. By the ought to feel it a duty to practically - illus
simple truths of God's word in a simple electric light it is possible to obtain'a brill- trate those qualities.
5
‘manner to a simple and attentive peo- iancy equal to one-third of the sun's light,
THE DOMINION SCANDAL.
ple. In those long, straight-backed pews, We have no means of gauging the sun’s
mn the Canada Parliament
debate
The
you see the healthy, robust countenance,
power of exciting chemical action. In re- over the Pacific railroad scandal still conbeaming with good nature, the index of gard to the sun's heat, there are the most
temperate habits, and the fruit of industry. varied opinions. The sun’s heat on a tinues, and the serious eharges against the
The courtesy with which you ure received square inch of the earth's surface would government are so well sustained that it is
believed ministerial defeat will follow.

and shown to a seat would add much

times as much as at

to

melt 26,000 tons

the

present.

of ice in the

The

attrac-

course

of

a The

common address of Americans.
single hour.
Conceive, then, how great
At Edinburgh the trayeler finds much that this heat must be over 50,000,000 of square
is worthy of his consideration. The Grand miles. In the course of a single year,
Castle and Abbey, the pleasurable resort its power ig such that it would make water
and home of many of Scotland’s kings and boil twenty-six miles deep. Fhe sun gives
queens, is a place of much interest to the out tremendous sounds; but there is a gap
Seott

made

has

The

jmmortal

this

museums contain many

kings.

specimens of

ancient and modern art.
In the Antiquarian museum the traveler is shown a
rough looking machine, looking much the
It
worse for wear, called the Maiden.

was within

her cruel embrace that about’

one hundred: of the covenanters,

a party

of men quite numerous who vowed

fidelity

to God ‘and truth in defidnce of Romish,
intolerance however

beheaded.

it

Their burial

might

come,

were

place

is in

Grey

Friars church yard, where a

monument

of

of early architecture, but more especially
on account of its historical associations.
Just outside the wall is the heart of Mid-

in accordance

with

variatighs of the

a regular law.

magnetic

needle,

abroad but London,

some means, has found

by

olit and brought

to vote

on

the

Pe

before

it,

there

of the whole cabinet.” {f'so the Pope may
and tremble, and the Jesuits hope for even

the sunspots.”
lA

re

less than

they

have

got

within

year or two, which is nothing
verest treatment.

the

but

last

the

se-

DEATH OF SIR HENRY HOLLAND:

Sir

Henry

Holland,

the

distinguished

physician and author, died in

London ' last

Wednesday, aged 85 years. He had been
several times around the world, andi had
visited almost every country in it, of whieh:
he™-wrote very iuteresting accounts. He
wa$
a most successful physician, being for
many years physician in ordinary to the

Queen, but he used to say that he never

lost a patient by" his wanderings.

written

several

medical works,

He has

the most

important of which, ‘“Medicdl Notes and ~
Reflections,” has been: reprinted in the Unit-

trembling hetween life and death, and a ed States. His second and last wife was
| a daughter of Syduey Smith,
touch may determine its destiny.
{ nk,

\
A

evidence

The

Unconscious Influence. =
lothian, formed of light colored stone in |
F ht
—
Be.
the pavement. This too Scott has immortalized.' In the rear of the church, beneath
It is said that among the high Alps, at
the rumble of heavy rolling wheels, lies certain seasons of the year, the traveler is
the remains of John Knox.
A simple told to proceed very quietly,for on the steep
stone, about one foot square, is all that is overhead the snow hangs so evenly balancseen to mark his resting place. {The Scotti ed that the sound of a voice or the report of
monument is traly a wonderful piece ofl a gun may destroy the equilibrium, and
mechanism, unequaled in the land.
| bring down an immense avalanche that will
London and the world- may be . consid- overwhelm everything in ruin in its downered interchangeable terms, without re- ward path. And so about our way there
quiring even a poet's license, for what is may be a soul in the very crisis of its moral
there in the world

Governor-general and other high
officials seem
to have used government
patronage to fill their own pockets, anc
the people are highly indignant thereat.
It is believed that when Parliament comes

will either be a majority agsiost the minplaced between the sun and earth, so that istry, or at least that the division will be
we do not hear them. Thereare (remen- so nearly equal that the ministry will redous cyclones sweeping over the surface of sign.
Several strong ministerial supportsun also. If these sounds could reach. us ers have lately joined the opposing party...
it would take them thirteen and a half years
BISMARCK TRIUMPHANT.
tostravel this distance. Gravity, unlike
It will be remembgred that Bismarck
light, acts mstantaneously.
“The spots on the sun were known to sometime ago resigned the presidency of
the Chinese long before they were discov- the Prussian ministry, because he could
He
Swabe, a German astron- not control them as fully as he wished.
ered in Europe.
omer, after twenty years of research, ascer- has how bden restored, and it is said that
tained that the spots increased and varied his restoration carries’ with. it “the control

modest proportions marks the spot. St. the variations in the brilliancy of the auroGiles church is interesting as a specimen | ras, have Leen found to correspond with

Vv

i 7

TH

Ma

fr

very

murders were committed during the past
week, and a great deal of stock run off. A
family living near Ouachita were butchered, and the settlers fled to a ranche in that

pte

vis-

appearance of these cathedrals,
of the Roman
cross,
which

Richardson

separation of Church and State is

it is accomplished.

we

massive

gree of traditional dignity, now that we
are able to celebrate these hoary annmiversaries,
THE INDIANS AGAIN.
A despatch from Dennison, Texas, says
that the Indians in the vicinity of Fort

earnestly desired by many thousands of
England's best subjects, and believing, “as
they sincerely do, that it is essential to the
highest good of the nation and the equality
of her citizens, there can come no rest {ill

India

At Glasgow

both places is full of stirring incidents,
and these were well brought out by the
orators. We should begin to feel some de-

to rule over

The greatest |
pursuit of the savages.
alarm exists among the frontier settleinvade the land. He charged ministers. of ments. The Indians are believed to be:
the gospel to speak out against this.
Comanches. «.
.

ro

by much he has written about these

October may seem rather late in the season for this trip. I confess I expected.to

‘Maine

Our journey

will not have them

us.”
Concerning the Chureh of England
and the recent adoption of that hated
dogma of confessing to priests, the zealous
Spurgeon, before a vast audience at the
Tabernacle, said, ‘‘We have seen come
back the papacy, which we thought had
been banished from the land,” and it had
not come as an importation, but had grown
up in their midst like the deadly Upas
tree. He had seen a catechism issued by
the “authority of the Church
of England, in which boys and girls were enjoined when confessing, to speak boldly of
their faults,and the girls were especially instructed not to be backward in confessing
their immodest thoughts and speeches to
the priest. ‘God save our country
from this
curse.” He would sooner see a foreign foe

LONDON, Oct. 8, 1873.
been full of interest.

Statuary
one feel

England it is of course the Lead but not so vis, in senteneing the criminal, said be
surely the heart. With the people is the wished it was in his. power to add to his
energizing power, and as they are at rest punishment. Of course nobody reasonably
or in commotion so is the state of matters doubts but Stokes actually murdered Fisk,
atthe Capital. There can be but little and that but for money and family infludoubt that the liberal element is daily in- ence he would have been hung as he decreasing its strength,
Added to’ this is serves. IL will not be surprising if he is
another party who are. bitterly opposed to soon pardoned out of prison. He is ut
the present union of Church and State. least a lucky wretch,—a little while ago
It is by these two parties tuat the present tried and sentenced to be hung, and now
is !
government seems to be assailed, and tried again and virtually cleared.
W
BICENTENNIAL CELEBRATIONS.
peace can not be fully restored till the
Queen
of England, who represents the
Nashua, N. H., and Wrentham, Mass.,
government and head of the Church, takes celebrated
their two hundredth anniveroff her ritualistic cap, and ceases to make saries on Monday of last week.
The
her subjects bow under a heavy. taxation heavy rain interfered materially with the
to pay for a thing they openly.dare to outdoor exercises, which consisted
of
despise and reject.
Indeed, it is often processions, parades, &c. In the former
claimed that the rituaiistic element in place an historical oration was delivered
Parliament is the prime cause of all the by Hon. 8. T. Worcester,
and in the latter
trouble, and they say ‘‘away with these by Hon. Ezra Wilkinson. The history
of

+

—

|-

at the

himself almost in the land of the sculptors {0 effect death,” and the sentence is the
home, Bince "London is the Capital of severest that the law allows. Judge Da-

Special Correspondence.

historian.

¢

I0TA.

—

they are sufficient barely to qualify as general, the statement that our so-called religjous papers are not, considering advertisecomplained of the figures (his circulation)
ments and all, so much as ¢* semi-religious.”
‘in Rowell's newspaper directory, and Rowagain as in imagiThey may be very useful papers of their ‘ings, and the dead lived
ell sent him an affidavit to fill up and swear
green after a hard
the
on
purplayed
we
nation
tional
denomina
for
kind, especially
in the frolic
to; but though sorely tempted, he swore
joined
poses; but the point is that another kind of day’s work in summer,
in the long
or
not at all, at least, not before any notary
,
husking
a
evening
on
an
and
after
on the union principle
public or other magistrate. He complain- paper,— scale,—is imperatively needed, to winter evenings gathered round the blazing
national
ed of the statement in the Christian Union,
ground which fire, eatiig nuts and apples, telling stories

and the publishers

+0
4+&

If Bot-

attractions,

best types in the world are here.
from Rowe and Thebes makes

Gh Warring Str

| Thus far, the result has been almost uniform failure and universal discouragement.

STOKES UNHUNG.
The murderer of Fisk, after bis thisd
trial, has been found guilty only of manslaughter in the third degree, and sentenced to four years in state prison.
This verdict implies that Stokes shot Fisk
“in a heat of passion and without a design

of

Crystal Palace and the Botanical gardens
one may look and be satisfied. Of art the

week.
his
“The Boston & Maine skits the sea coast
at Old Orchard beach, coming close to the
shore. For a long distanée we watched

. Events of the Week.

British |

sent more of natural history than years

storeor manufactory. Perhaps some of our
edgment of error.
Rev. XK. D.STEWART,.
Publisher.
‘pulpits
are so, too; but I should be thought
Lastly,
it
is
whispered
(the
rumor
I
start“To whom all letters on business, remittances of
morey, &o., should be sent. All communications
ed to mention), that Mr. Bowen is now very abusiveto say so, and'this shows that great waves as they come rolling in and
ed for publication should be addressed to the
disposed to sell the Independent. As its money making in the name of religion 1s far up on the beach, at one time only a
not allowed to' be the righ$ thing. Why stone's throw from the rail-road.
Terme:
$3.00
por year; orIf pad strictly IN AD- nature admits neither of proof or disproof,
VANCE, $2.60
pet year;
4
y
type pulpit Arrived in Portland I went down to
this is a good sort of rumor to start. Any- should it be legitimate in
REMIT FANCES must be made in money
orSmith’s Wharf to see the spot where Furber
pit ?
any
more
than
in
the
tongue”
body
is
at
liberty
to
sypmise
as
much,
and
ders, bank cheeks,
or drafts, if possible.
When
neither of these canbe procured, send the money in a though Mr. Bowen will probably deny it if
and New made the engine stationed there ‘‘move
When the re-union- of the O
tered letter.
All
Postmasters are ebliged to
register letters whenever requested to do so.. ..
it attains publicity enough to demand no- School Presbyterians was effected, and the on,” and put down his rails across his riones thus sent will beat our risk, Otherwise
tice,
nevertheless, the irresponsible report N. Y. Evangelist took its natural position val's road. The train on the Portland& Ogthey
will be at the risk of those sending them.
regular charges for money orders, bank
may serve hi§ own and other good pur- as metropolitan Presbyterian organ for the densburg Road started soon and bore us
Pook
nd Post Ofice money orders may be deposes, possibly, by leading to cash offers population having its center here, Hon. through a picturesque landscape.
da
from the amount due, when thus sent, Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
At South Windham I'noticed what seem|
which
he would treat much more consider- Wm, E. Dodge wrote to the editors a strong
a6 large as possible and thus save expenses, «
:
ed fine water power on the Presumpscot, of
Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is ately than a general inquiry whether it is protest against their secularities, especially
received by the Publisher for their
discontinuance,
in advertisements and advertising articles; which Sebago lake is the head. At White
sad until payment of all arrearagesis made as re- true that the Independent is for sale.
quired by law.
:
Dr.
asking
that the strength of their new posi- Rock there is an extensive view revealing a
In
conclusion
aiid
application,
Christian
ch subsoriber 18 particularly requested to note
tion be employed to effect a reform im this fine, well cultivated region. At half past
the date on the label for the expiration of his subbrethren,
Buy
the
Independent!
Whether
soription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without further reminder from this oflice.
itis to be bought or not, it needs buying. matter, and to give to Presbyterian families two Sebago lake appeared in sight, and for
Two organs of Free Religion and Plymouth a pure religious sheet for Sabbath reading. some time the road wound round its soiithNEWSPAPER DECISIONS, ~
church, each with reputed circulation enough The Evangelist frankly published the letter, ein shore. This beautiful sheetof water is
1. Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
to out-number all the orthodox weekly is- and replied showing that it could not be about eighteen miles long and nearly half
from the
Mce—whether directed to his name or
as broad.
It is navigable for small crafts,
sues of the American press put together, done. The plain ‘English of it was and is,
saother’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
of which several appeared in sight. In
redponsible for the payment.
that
a
pure
Sabbath
paper
could
not
make
$8. Ifa persom orders lus paper discontinued, he are at least one too many for the good of
summer there is a line of steamers running
must
pay all arrearages,or the publisher may consound piety. One of them—the one that its proprietor even moderately, rich; or, to
fnue to send it until jayientis made, and collectthe
from the station here to Bridgton and other
put
it
a
little
differently,
could
not
yield
a
can
be—ought
to
be
converted
to
an
antiwhole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
points on the north side of the lake. Portfair
return
for
the
investment
of
a
;
moderefice or nok.
+
3. The courts have decided that
sing to take dote for Free Religion in the church, and
land, sixteen miles distant, is supplied with
ate fortune in its creation or h Sg
newspapers and periodicals from the
post-office, or to a great union banner of the common
water from this lake. At Steep Falls we touch
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
This
is
true;
and
so
long
asa
religious
faith. Mr. Beecher’s paper would be worthtadie evidence of intentional fraud.
the Saco river for the first time, and soon
newspaper
is
a
secular
business,
built
on
a
less as a purchase for such a purpose, or
after pass Hiram Falls, were the whole vol= When Ageuts receive premiums, no percentage
for any purpose without himself. The In- private dnd unconsecrated capital,it must ume of water is drawn gio a marrow chanoa moneys sent for the Star isallowed in addition.
&& We send no books out to be sold on commisdependent, on the contrary, has a substan- |; do a secular business, to pay ; it must grasp
nel and precipitated over steep cliffs, making
Moa or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
tive existence which would not suffer, but every function of the secular press, respond
a leap of seventy-feet. The river is much
to
every
demand
of
the
popular
taste,
and
would revive as ‘‘ at the scent of water,”
swollen by recent heavy ‘rains on the
if brought back to the principles of its lend itself to wealthy advertisers who are mountains, and it is a grand spectacle,
often far from scrupulous, for purposes,
founders.
the honesty of which is, at best, quite un- which I should have missed but for the
There are not wanting Christian capitalcertain, ‘* The borrower is servant to the kindness of the gentlemanly conductor.
reef
fp A Ap pee
ists who hold great wealth as only. in trust
A little beyond Fryburg, we found the
lender,” and a newspaper is just as surely
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1873.
for the service of the.Lord, and who look
furious rains of Sunday and Monday had
the organ of that element. of community,
upon the field of journalism as the grand
character, of interest, -on which it de- raised Mill Creek so that its waters were
arena-for the battle of the age. 1 men- ofpends
November Morning.
for its profits, whether that element no longer confined to the ordinary channel,
tion no secret. when I say that E. Reming>
————
be worldly or religious, legitimately world- but spread out over the country, and not
ton, the gunmaker of Ilion, N. Y., is one
finding egress through the narrow sluice way
Roaring, the wild south-wester
ly, or speculatively so (or even dishonestly,
under the rail-road rose rapidly fifteen or
of these men,—whose modesty will scarce
Fills the wide heaven with its clamor,
as the still accumulating wrecks of comPlowing the ocean and smiting
forgive the mention of his good works,
+ twenty feet,andjthen,
with gathered strength,
mercial
honor
at
this
moment
indicate
a
The land like a pon-lerous hammer.
and whom I must, therefore, mention charburst
their
bands,
carrying
away more than
vast amount.of the advertising” patrénage
a hundred feet of the embankment, rails,
Lo, how the vast grey spaces
ily,—the real giver of the Daily Wilness to of our religious press to be).
Wrestle and roll and thunder,
this city, and also to the state of its noNor is this the worst. 1 affirm that while ties, and all, leaving a deep, yawning gulf.
Billow piJed upon billow,
ble temperance organ, The Watchword, late- worldly profit demands a worldly business Riding a few miles to get across a bridge
Closing and tearing asunder.
ly published at Albany, now at Ilion. Rev. and policy in the religious paper, it also de- and around this break, a train was awaiting
As if the deep raged with the anger
Mr. Winslow, of Boston, and Rev. Archi- mands no less a dishonest policy, in all but on the other side and ran to North Conway.
Of hosts of the fabulous kraken!
Beyond this point to Upper Bartlett the
bald M. Morison, of Philadelphia, are also here and there.a paper of towering success
And the firm house shudders and trembles,
expended fortunes in the which can force its way (if it will) regardless breaks in the road, occasioned by the storm,
have
who
men
Beaten, buffeted, shaken!
:
| effort to occupy the great, atmosphere-like of the tricksin its trade. In the newspaper are very numerous, and trains are seriousBattles the gull with the tempest,
circulation of the Daily Intelligencer with business, the simulation of large circulation lv delayed. Moreover, bridges on the carStruggling-and wavering and faltering,
the truth and influence of the gospel. Our and the dissimulation of small (for adver- riage road have been carried away, and
Soaring
sud striving and sinking,
own Dodges, Wetmores, and other- emi- tisers) is so nearly universal that for a ‘traveling seen:s entirely suspended.
Turning,
its high course altering.
nent laymen of New York, have thought publisher fo state his circulation truly, is
To be continued.
Down through the cloudy heaven °
Notes from the wild geese are falling,
Cries like harsh bell-tones are ringing,
Echoing, clanging, and calling.

The

Museum, and the Zcological gardens pre-

4&1

pr

omy

Mme his own figures, which they would
cheerfully substitute ; but this proposition,
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THE

SON

MATTHEW

ise restored; but since it is not, we accept

a great excitement. The chief men and
the common people’ shared alike in it. Tt

men will believe on him,

the

fixed

against

one

who

This (riumphant

;
David!

of

Son

that cometh in the name
Hosanna in the highest!

QUESTIONS.

spreading

the

did

What

and

palm

Describe the

branches before him denote!

palm-branch an emblem?
.

is the
»

tree? Of what
Rev. 7:9.

‘What did they

of garments

9. What did the multitudes cry? The meaning
. of hosanna? Why was Christ called Son of David? The meaning of ‘cometh in the name of
the Lord”? Of ** hosanna in the highest”? The
.
:
cause of this demonstration?
10. How was the eity affected? Was this his
first appearancein Jerusalem? John 2: 13; 5:1;
y did they not know him?
7: 10.
How did the
11. The answer of the people?
disciples say that Jesus was regarded by men?
Mat. 16: 1s. 14. What knowledge of Christ's

;

i

.

character is bere shown?

12. What did Jesus do? When did he ‘io this?
Mark 11: 11,12, 15. In what part of the temple

were

that Christ drove

those

sold

What was bought and

hangers?

‘Who were the WUNCY

assembled?

out

there?

4
Read the
them
call

the reasons for their obedience to Christ.
14. Who came to Jesus in the temple? Who
else was there? Verse 15. Compare this scene
How did the
with that usually witnessed there.
common people regard Jesus? John 12: 18,19;

16. What was said to Jesus by the chief priests? | the

The meaning of ** hast perThe reply of Jesus?
fected praise”? What does he teach by this?
Is Christ receiving the praise of children in our
school? What could thejr mouths utter more acceptably to Jesus?

NOTES

AND

ovation

{

HINTS.

spontaneous
described in

its mother, that the colt might not be restive Wunder him, Jesus, in fulfillment of .the
i

the Lord’s house
; how children may join in
public worship ; what must be done to have
their mouths utter the praise of God.

wall, in

Hebrew,

Greek and

was

required

to

give

a half shekel, ¢ for

the ransom of his soul unto the Lord.” Ex.
8): 13—15..
The money changers were
brokers who received the half shekel for
gther kiuds

of

coin,

and

charged

a

pre-

ter of Zion, behold, thy king cometh unto thee, meek, and sitting upon an ass, and

miam for the exchange. Thelaw allowed
the poor to offer doves instead of a lamb,
for a trespass offering. Lev. 5: 7. These

a colt the foal of an‘ass,” mounted the

were

(Zech. 9. 9.), “Tellye the daughcolt

8. The city and its suburbs

were

fall

of

Je-

sus was Known by report to them all
known by sfght to the greater part.
Popular expectation concerning him was very
high. The hope that he would take the
political leadership was cherished by many,
and the fear that he would, by a few envious
of bis influence with thie people.
As Jesus
rode towards the

city

by

multitudes

who

or

leaves

the

of

he

was
tree

him.

cases,

as the

and forbade, with

any man
temple.”
allow to
wine, or

Mount of Olives.

he

Known

him.

meet

to

foith

was.

They

as the prophet of Nazareth, above

all his persozal presence and majesty and

power, caused these unholy traffickers to
arm.

Jerome

supposes

that

a flame,

and

starry rays darted from his eyes, terrifjifig |

The

Jobn 12: 12. | plunder.

14. In place of the customary trade, Je-

went |

Observe how

well

sus

surrounded

him.

that sacred precinct.

substituted

the

legitimate

service

of

He allowed the poor,

before

with him, some

aequir-

supplicating character, apd to have

and

John says they cried, ¢* Hosan-

nia | blesked is the king of [Israel

that

who

15. The

« Blessed

ed

4

is he that cometh in the name

David

just named.

of; ¢.the prophet of
huddbits Sieomspitation;
—3

works

:
that Christ here pérform-

conspicuous.

The

eyes

of

the

little

childreh, the

boys and

girls of Jerusalem, with their parents or
without them, the sons and daughters of the
healed, of those visiting the Israelites, and of
Jews living near, saw Jesus and his works,
and the Spirit of the Lord moved them to

To come

jest imoithe narad 0b the Lord,” is to come by
nods dwthorily, imerdewtbo his will. This
dodazavefli.®t v4 dnc she highest,”

were

in that place

of therLosd that is, * Blessed is the Christ,

bother Soteiof

word of God, we shall

nation were directed to that spot. There
the whole Jewish people was represented.
Hence the chief priests and scribes saw the
wonderful things that he did. Moreover,

was promised as the de-

-vgeerdent of. David.

the

gospel of Christ. |

com-

loseth in the name of the Lord.” We someyeties use the word hallelujah as they used
gohesanna. By “ Son of David” they meant

juufhe Messiah

preaching

be impressed by the illustration heve offer~
ed, on the one hand, of the spirit of the
world, on the. other, of the spiit of the

ed that of congratulation. Here it. was
used to bless the Saviour, to invoke good

upon him.

This de-

ery “hosanna.” The porches and the courts
of
the temple were filled with the stam.
dnsthy highest, loftiosts,
1olhemionly, plie
tiens
of children. . This. was an inflaming
a pststrgins)!or ‘among
the ighest angejs.”
1 notes ss dno the highest i regions, ar

in the

savAlford

ed.
en? Ji is 8 tevm, of, axaftdd
in dicav
snrhatifi

:

spectacle to those

who

had much

jealous

of any

person

influence with the people.

chief men of the nation envied Jesus
ng/ mscribed to Ged. (cTuke says, they’ whe
* seotio
boeriedy¥
Pesge Hin heaven, 30d;gloinvy,
the: his geanding with the masses. Matt. 27 : 18.
: i ijgbanta? danke, 9: 38, This phrase, probs (Hendb they were *“ sore displeased” at what

: thet, as an) dnyaca- [they Witiedied. Mark says, ** They sought
i¥
understood
bést y!
“ibl
s t to how they might destroy him; for they fearin the highes
ll
we
on for him’ Who
r, and help, and bless, and crown the

ed him, because all the people were

aston-

his doctrine.” What they feared
. The variation of language respecting jshed theat transfer
of respect and faith to him
was
ined
expla
is
s,
gospel
event, In the four

Fi

conversion. We do not judge of and herein, it seems to me, consists its chief
.
denominational ability to meet the wants | blessedness.”

not as

his neighbor's

The physician

Schools.

with

those

good

brethren

arms;

and

love to live, but if God has

a

legal claim, without | ward for a boy,” an |

course of obtaining

still,

it

grace

destroyed

the

sting of .

anxious as to

just how it will seem

to

die,

a

but I have no fears.” To his physician he
said, of death, “It is only laying aside the 3a
clay part.” When apprised that he was dying, he smiled and said, *'It isa pleasant
passport,” and addressing the family said.

ment of death was at length at band.
Messages, | advices,
requests; presents,
funeral arrangements, ‘parting Kisses, and
paring words, had all been attended to.
Now he wanted but few persons present,

time

and all quiet, whilé he ‘‘passéd under the
rod.” He bad been strugglingin death’s
deep waters for thirty hours. ‘My son,”
said the weeping mother, kneeling at his

bedside, “My son, the river seems deep
and wide where you have to cross.”

Yes,” smiling, “but I would not go back.
My faith is strong in God.” With another
dely repented afterwards. - When health
breath
he commenced to quote the 23d Ps.—
recovery,
of
doubtful
grew
be
and
clined,

man- | his life-work

before

he

a thing he bitter-

Strength

failed. He recovered. “Thy rod and thy staff

We

-die..

should

“The Lord is my Shepherd,” &c.

of

he could

what

Sabbath

School

Literature.

EL

+ Just enough religionto take the curse
off,” said an intelligent Christian lady to
me

recently,

while

conversing

about

the

literature of Sabbath
Schools. They are
novels to all intents and purposes, only
containing a moral tale. Our children are
fond of reading stories, to the neglect of

more serious and profitable works.

.I speak

to them about it and they say, isit any
worse to read these than Sabbath school

books?

The signs of the times indicate that the
educators of youth are candidly considering

me so many opportunities of doing geod be-

ing story, which must be read, . and neither

Mo.es sang, * I will sing unto the Lord for

fore 1 die. I am glad, if possible,

he hath triumphed gloriously,” and then
Miram did not fail te respond, * He hath
trimnphed gloriously ;” but this pean would

amends somewhat, though

time nor inclination is found to read the
Bible, or anything else. With all our efforts put forth to instruct the rising gener-

have lacked point, if the key note had been

the silence of the early watch, he prayed
for the family, in which he uttered the fol-

argue

was the

that there

attended

up the-children’s

is so

of Egypt; but once

time and en-

ergy so no chance is left for Sunday school

struck

work. You propse,then,o give the * world,
the flesh and the devil,” the first chance in

building your children’s characters.

The

You

and

I profess to Jove the Master more than all
things else ; -to love the souls his blood was
spilled to save more than this vain world.
But those dear children about us have just
that Jesus

across the Red sea,

previous time.

repealed.

When con-

who

tions to be won, that standard bearers faint,
or that they who read the writing on the

more

A very few

numerous

and

earnest

weighty

Christian

he had
keeping

the way

not my

stripped of disguise, and

they

flor

really are.

protest,

when

may

wage

God for a single lamp ! Hear the utterance

untempered ‘weapons.

from Jesus’ sacred lips. ““ Ye are the light
of the world.” *“ Let your light shine.”
Dare you put your light under a bushel?
Has the Gospel bugle sounded a retreat?
Have you received orders from your Cap-

not be

ly appraised of. the.fact, that any time and
anywhere we are ready
for the fight and
\
especially that we will stand by the little
and defenseless

ones

unto

the last.

God

help us to do our duty to the children.

Pittsfield, Me., Oct. 20, 1873.

uprooted, —it

warfare

Euman
may be

Rome

with

nature can
regenerated ;

apd while reformers work for righteousness, God may be carrying on an unsparing work in them ; leaving open doors when
he will have them wait for salvation. The

work goes on without thém, as with closlips and folded

suffering with sufficient

He said, “I

It

tators of reform

@
but keep the6 enemies
of the cross constant-

am thinking of the

patience.”
agonies of

Jesus in the garden,” and quoted **Father,
if it be possible, let this cup pass from me:
nevertheless, not as
will but as thou
wilt.”

‘omet 'S
~ome-outers.

tention was called to these, when

“I
have

have

hardly

been

funeral, I
everything
ing all the
bymns and

thought

he

said,

of the grave,

looking -upward.

As .to

I
my

have little concern, only that
be so conducted as to do the livgood possible. - I prefer that the
tunes. be not of a mournful, sad

they trace his character,but cheerful and hopeful. IVs all
Majorities send in- ‘bright with me. One thing 1 would name,

structed delegations, with all the machinery at their service (and the machinery is
| perfect), and are practically silenced; but
the unbidden minorities find voice in ap| peals from unscriptural decisions, in practical questions taken from preceding action,
prefaced with the usual form, ‘‘Is this or thut

usage P"—and

at funerals

speakers often praise

the

dead,

conceal their imperfections, and: attribute
to them wirtues
which they never possessed.
It is disgusting and wrong. I
want

nothing

to speak

of the kind.

of my

tribute my present

I wan

imperfections
hopes

‘you

and'to at-

and joy,

corrupt.

True,

a Judas may get into the church, 4nd a Si-

holy (?) come-outers. become

the state prison.

A short time before he died, having

spoken of almost everything else, but said
nothing of his funeral or the grave, his at-

hands,

providential leadings.

A. L. G. ~ | according to denominational

he will ter;

’

candidates for

to the

‘What I Know.
a

I know that He was
away my sins.

“5

manifested
:

to take

I know I am redeemed with the
blood of Christ.

precious

I know that my Redeemer liveth.
I know that

1 have

unto life. :
1 know whom

passed

I have

from

believed,

he is able to keep that which
mitted unto him.

and

that

1 have com-

2

ro

I know that he dwelleth
him,

death

in me and I in

k.

;

1 know theres no condemnation

because

Iam in him.
:
1 know that all things work together
‘I know that I shall fly

for

—

good to them that love God.

heavenward, and

great merey of God.” At another {ime he gee him as be is, and be with him forjt is a question of moment at the present said, ‘I do not charge Providence
with my
;
day, indicating our strength and our weak- sickness and premature death. ' Himtn| ever.
Let
us
be
satisfied
with
what we know,
nesses.
The arrow drawn at a venture
reaches the disguised king,
parliamentary. or courtly

and be willing to leave the mysteries to be
solved, when, as scholars, we sit at his feet
and learn trom his lips the complete story

of redeeming love.

:

\

a

Ten men
fail from defect in morals,
where one fiils from defect in intellect.

so

ht

v

The apostles never went

about breaking up organized churches.
W. B. H.

agency must be in some way responsible.
and thoughin But, God is able to stay the fatal tendenlanguage,
h e cies, and to overrule all for my good, and
No good that the humblest of us has moans out *‘the truth is mighty, and must the good of all concerned, and I leave it all
Mo
wrought ever dies.
prevail,” we hear the undertone, * carry with him. To his pleasure I am resign-4
|
He only is worthy to be called a friend, me out of the host,for I am wounded ;” and ed.”
when error is wounded. though’ stayed up
to whom we dare show ourselves as : we are.
Again, God's grace gave him a beautifu)

1f Christ has your good will,
tainly have your good word.
:

.

i

iT

mon Magus, but we will not give up the
church. We have lived to see some of these

in cove-

It is gain

How much we havg

feather,

no} Saye Srted
i

RReAE Shean Wag
= oi y bal
lh
=

The

to a :

endure, he prayéd “Lord, forgive if I bear

to

its rays into the darknesy for mile§ around.

the white

in‘

believe

enemies,

pressed to her lips the same cup so often
that it becatje apparent that she was drunken with the "blood of the saints. The agi-

show

Isthere not a demand

for a change ?* What shall be done?
z
use d are proving a failure
means

yet do we

personal

notwithstanding.

opened

Then let us never

up

churches, because they are

ter, will make an impression on any community. A single small lamp long trimmed
and burning and exposed to view will dart

ed

are raising

their attentions.”, At ore time, when suffering more thant would seem life could

tive clemency;

nant

convinced, we

hearts to Clfist?

his use, hei

for

ol

a class of youths, who are acquiring but
little Biblical knowledge.
The virgin soil'ls being sown with a
light, chaffy seed, and we may readily infer
what the crop will be. From minds thus
educated we are calculatingto raise up a
church. Can we look for permanency
and
efficiency from such a foundation? Relig- .
ious periodicals teem with tempting offers *
for the best. story, but who offersa prize
for the best: tract or book that will lead

extended execu-

acts appear to be what

given us ‘sheh..orders.

and delicate’ dishes

There

conviction, that

previously

the death warrant of

whom

when motives are

has

ation, I am

I would

pure

to bea growing

C—O
thinking of how many. a poor boy, as|
Every
few
years
the ery, ¢ Come out of
worthy as I, but having had less favorable
opportunities aud surroundings, lives and the church,” ismraised, the parties proclaimdies neglected. “Pepple are too ‘partial in ing themselves too good to belong to

wall, arc subject to human infirmities.
David on his dying bed virtually signed

hearts, filled with the love of Christ, and de-

desert the children und leave them
tender mercies of their enemies ?

Ou the
breaking

‘
, | uttered an expression OF impatience. We)
1t detracts nothing from the value of posi- | asked~ an explanation. He said, “I am

termined to do what they can for their Mas.

had occasion to thank

he died,

At
action.”
every emotion, thought, andcalled,
leaving
cne time when many had

the | ois

receive

will

the work

does

ages

were

extrem-

needless distinctions in society,to affectation

le
get the contvuct ; bu when shethe piney.
hiner;
Nae, Welety Ap
a

with those who are anxious to hear bis lovz |

ours.

in this

What kind of books shall we

our libraries-are not what they ought to be.
Our children go to S. S. and get a facinat-

to make

refuses to pay chm- self and in the best of professors.
S[it
‘
A
mission on contracts, because hie Dubin
will .not willingly
to he perfectly
die,

ing words, learn of his example and become

met,

appears

and hbllow pretense.
Grace sanctified
these trials'of mind. He said, “I am tired
of sin; ghd of the tendency to sin,in my-

who

€3cuses Ye may conjure up, Tefnse {0 meet

than

morning but one before

Tt may be pecuniary loss,to the

master mechanic

ease, Or for slight | 43 by

his followers? Do you further argue that
there are so few interested in the work that
but litle if any results can be expected ?
Why did not the twelve apostles argue
thus? Certainly the obstacles which they

put into the hands of our children?

he had spoken of Christ; and life's

ity, for my past neglect ‘of duty.”

wrested from its legitimate design, to
serve the purposes of the lawless, may be

died to save, and his

own

any

the question,

of whom

great work, he said, as the last one left the
door, though guite exhausted by his work,
“I thank my Heavenly Father, fol giving

so constructedas to be capable of being

truth is just the agency by which they are
to be sayed, and Christians are to be the
LE 5
;
RL
medium’of communication of that truth to
it be that we
those dear ones. Row can when
we, for
Jove the Master supremely,
the sake of our

at

Blessed brotherhood!”
When many had
called to see him during the flay, to most

spiracy * frames. mischief as by % law,” owing sentence, ‘‘Give us all grace to do
though we may tremble for the integrity of great good, vast good living, vast good
individuals who are called to stand in per- | dying.”
uy
y
ilous times and places, it is gain to the
God's grace made him humble.
He was
cause of righteousness, to have illegal ex- paturally modest, insusceptible of
ihattery,
ecutions repeated, and'then the law that is opposed to sectarianism, to caste, and all

Prince of darkness accepts no flag of truce;

it is either fight or surrender.

|

Finn

“To the grace of God I commend you all
whom I have loved so dearly.” The mo-

to in the winter

season

you might add dancing schools, balls and par-

The Master

education;

time is left to pursue the
Scripturés? There are day

further

It would

Schools, writing schools, singing schools,and

tain to
to the

Finally,

he was only moderately

the clash of | he became eager to do

but it enables us to know who

an

death. He said, “It is nothing to die, it is
everything
to live.”
*I am somewhat

from naving an acute

active in Christian duties,

the

in

gained

amid

or

that I

is not lost tigje nor waste of means, It is
acquiring what can never be lost. . It is so
much advance in a course of education extending into the other life.” To a relative
he said, “If departed spirits are permitted
to do so, I' will often come back and help
you."
e
:

The jesuiti- | conlscietice and sense of propriety, which
justifies the | embarrassed him by any little improprie-

baye ¥been

planned

only the representative of his own woes,
but of the terrible wrongs of his people.
The commission of a single crime may
£hock the community, but repetitions rouse
it. It was not till national suffering seut
up a united appeal, that Israel was led out

much else to be

souls

some

’

following expression, I ‘‘die in youth,in the

repenpast, help us to trust!amid the present | fulness, and sinners to immediate
To a friend he said, *‘I have
Some weary “of conflict, and de- | tance.
sert; but others who once’ could do noth- planned for long life, and for trying to do
ing but hold the cooling draught to fever- great good. It seems that my ‘plans must
But, over in the other
ed lips, take the arms that the warrior has | be surrendered.
laid down perforce, and. when they, in their life, plans are laid by the unerring one,
turn, become prisoners of war, still others and no time is-lost in changing plans. The
swell the ranks and contend for principle. plans perfect, the labor will Le the more
Theil submitting slave, who always efficient.” To a fellow student he said,
respon
“Yes, massa,” did nothing for «Here we are side by side; I shall soon’
freedom, for the lookers on thought his do | pass over; you are left here to work lor
cility proof that his natural place was one God, while 1 go 10 labor there. 1 hope.
Ours isa’
of servitude ; but the restless captive, whose each will fill his sphere well.
one study was how to ‘escape, stood not common ‘work.
Blessed
botherhood!

study, but I con-

rather seem that the “winter
best time for Bible study.

the

for

a \
one’

shall work for him somewhere else, his
pians are my plans, and [ am willing.”
In his message to the students, occurs the

storm.

grammar and geography?
There may be
a reason which is not apparent
why the

ties, lo take

had

away

so young and promising, he said, ‘I weuld

the

hence the public schools should be discontinued. What are the facts? Our largest
and most effective public schools are taught
in the winter season. There is less work
for the children to do in winter than in summer, hence more time for study. Why not:
more time to study the Bible as well as

of the

and

called

from | speak not ot him, but of what grace did they comfort me.” Ina moment, smiling
sweetly, he said, *' I'mrgoing now, mother,
undue self-exaltation, or excessive depres- | for him, and of his many utterances we beg
a kiss,” and pressed his whitened lips for
leave
to
offer
a
few.
First,
grace
ie
him
sion. The long line given, is added opportunity to give that most miserable subter- willing and eager to work for Ged. He one more expression of a mother's love.
fuge, the lacking vote, its deserved prom- | taxed his strength to the utmost, to talk to The struggle was over, and the waiting
tinence, * he that is not for me is agaivst | students of tha,gcollege, and citizens, as escort bore him beyond our view. .
0. E. B.
me.” The need of aid may seem to be ur- | they called, upon the subject of religion. |nn
a——_
A -_ —>gent, but the deliverances wrought out in | Young Christians were exhorted fo faith-

is unfavorable for children's being abroad,

study

at the age of ten,

and

that

ipulates the wires, and keéps us alike

best to close their
the winter season.
close your schools
who attend desire

hand is not up for continuance. Do you
think the winter season more unfavorable
for the Sunday school than the summer 3
Your argoment is worth just as much
against the public schools as the Sunday
school. It follows that the winter season

you

establish

of luxury,

palaces

it? Ask all who wish the schools to continue, to raise a hand, and see if every little

Do

to

acteristics, may

WILL YOU SURRENDER THEM ?
sisters who think it
Sunday schools during
Dear friends, do you
because the children

held precedence,

means,” has its practical adherents, but it | ties of his own,

a@

A word

class

remarking that it was

strange providence

+

wt

A HAPPY DEATH.

claimed immunities on account of rank. looked eagerly forward to the completion
The claim is not wholly relinquished, yet of ‘his collegiate and theqlogical course,
right demands judicial investigation, and when he should be prepared for active
[He wasa
the very verdict is a triumph over lawless service in the harvest of God.
might. It is not always absolutely neees- | leading singer and organist.
It is sométimes suf- | From modesty, lest he appear ‘too forsary to have our own.

quail before Jesus, nor dare to.resist- his. season that no

the blind, the lame, and strangers from forand some after him’ As. they went they eign climes to assemble in the court, and
shouted, ** Hosanna to the Son of David.” such as needéd healing he healed. How
The Old Testament furnishes their words. beautiful the contrast! In comparing the
The word ‘ hosanna’ “scene presenied when the temple was a
Ps. 118::25, 26.
or acclamation, place of merchandise with the scene preresponse,
religious
a
was
meaning save now, or help. The Psalm sented by our merciful Lord opening the
"reads, “ Save now, I beseech thee, O Lord.” eyes of the blind, unclosing the sense of
The word seems, in time, to have lost its nearing, giving strength to limbs paralyzed

"They went along

Sunday

fess I have not yet discovered it.

taneous movement. The report | and there, like them, they were assembled
been a
together as if at home. They displayed
came itso. Jerusalem that Jesus or
proaching the city, and this while he vet animals, doves, wine, oil and money, as
cried at Bethpage, or had but just started | thieves on return from an excursion for
ihe

"»

His zeal for God, which was thus displayed
the second time (John 2: 17), and his

the number of people engaged in this wel- tuted a ** den of thieves” because robbers
haunts “fitly called dens,
come was very great. tlt seems to have usually occupied
}

down

into

has also its determined resistants.
Our knowledge of indivilual mental char-

oil, or incense, for the service of the feasts.

palm grows to a great hight, without the desecrators of the temple, and that it
branches. Jt is a tree whose top bears a was his greatest miracle to subdue so easily
blossom of large leaves of which the lower this collection of thieves.
rows bend over toward the earth. Of these |\ 13. The passage here quoted is composed
leaves six rows develop, at a little distance of two from the prophets, Is. 56: 7; Jer.
7:11. The verse from Isaiah calls the temapart, which as they ascend, bear shorter,
and of eourse straighter leaves. The tree ple * the house of prayer,” that from Jeryields fruit, oil, a kind of honey, and, ac- emiah asks, “ Is then this house, which is
cording to the Arabs, is put to two hundred called by my name, become a den of roband sixty uses. Its leaves were symbolical bers in your eyes?” The Saviour applies
of joy and triumph, of which' John gives the epithet, thieves, to them, because they
robbed God of his house, or their customan illustration,in Rev. 7: 9.
,9. The language of this verse shows that ers by their mode of trade. They constiz

On heaving that report the populace

over

obtaining actual possession.
cal doctrine that ** the end

@ ommuntcations.

Bible is only a summer

character

This was an honor, an aét of homage paid
by subjects to their king. 2. Kings 9: 13.
The disciples had put their outer garments
on the colt, the people cast theirs before its
feet. The branches cut from the trees were

leaves of the palm tree. John 12: 13.

in certain

authority none dared to disobey, ‘*
to earry any vessel through the
The vessels which he would not
be carried in the temple, contained

surrounded
before

also,

the tables of the brokers,

spread their garmer.ts,
palm

used,

offering for purification. Luke 2: 24. In
addition to these articles we may suppose
that such others as the law required to be
offered or used were for sale in the temple.
Christ cast out these traders, overturned

and rode slowly. mnto the Holy City.
people assembled for the feast at hand.

looks

ficient

Latin. |

To violate this prohibition was death. The
things bought and sold were those necessary for sacrifices und offerings. Money
changers were necessary for obedience to
the law forbidding foreign money to be
presented as an offering for atonement,
Each Jew, of twenty-five years of age,

this passage. Having sent and obtained
the colt *‘ on which never man sat,” and

.. prophesy

fact of thorns and briars;

attractiveness is

this. that it is free from sin and imperfection.
1 prize its pleasures, but more its holiness,

argument

a |of the times by observing an unique class,

heart that does, and that does not desecrate

chants were gathered. This court was divided from another aud inner court by a
wall, through which no Gentile could pass.
Writings to that effect were inscribed on

15. How were the chief priests and scribes
affected? Why should this sight displease them?
Mark 15: 10. If children anciently sang hosanna
to Christ what part in his worship may they now
have?

accepts one public,
from men, which is

Romans

Oncea titled

around the temple, but was widened on
the south side, where, probably, the mer-

Mark 12: 37.

Jesus

the

our place and

are these : the royalty of Jesus; the kind of
public praise to be given hin; the state of

next day after the triumphal entrance of
Jesus into Jerusalem. The place occupied
by the traders was * the court of the: Gentiles,” an open area which extended all

Show

Why thie place a den of thieves?

and

away

not an

Perhaps they were

scribed in this versg took place, then, the

For what pur-

pose were doves sold?
., What did Christ say to them?
by
Is. 56: T.
uoted.
oa

thieves?

14,

2:

John

take

defection is

ta

#. Did many people meet him?

do?

to be

he

‘How came
:

" Where was Jesus going?
riding?

and

Individual

its main

pleas-

of its

templated heaven in the light

ures, but now,

John 11: 48. When the author- | field, and covets the proprietorship of \
ity of the council was despised, and design- | plot of Canada thistles, that he may try that under peculiar circumstances have
ing men controlled that turbulent people, his scientific theory of subduing without been gathered in any one church, but from
the ones who inquired, ¢ Who is this?” and
there: was ' no knowing what the result uprooting them; but rather as admirers of the doctrine practically preached in all the
were satistied to hear that it was an obscure would be, The Romans might be attackthe practice of the Psalmist who * could churches. The apocalyptic messages came
prophet of the Jews. Some of the Jews
ed, and as there was no prospect in such a fight as well as sing.” The conquests that first to the angels of the churches,” and the
would not know the face of Jesus, for at
case, of anything but a defeat, the Sanhe- past generations soughtto achieve are) the order is not now reversed, and when gosthis time, they were widely scattered among
drim were jealous of all who aspired to be inheritance of their children;
nor ddes it pel discipline and loca) church usage is one
the nations.
Then too, each year some
leaders with the Jews.
Doubtless both of disturb the harmony of means and ends and the same, the church will gain and
young men, some proselytes, some of the
these reasons. animated their hostility ‘to that if’ the Soe
D.
rest in ignoble ease, keep a reliable membership)
natives of the countries where the Jews
yt
Jesus. Had they but known Jesus, had their posses
s revert to strangers. The
dwelt would, for the first time, be at the
they but had hearts to understand his spir- advocates of truth have sought refuge in
George P. Biker.
feast.
It is instructive on this point, to
and yrorks, they would have dens and. caves, pined in dungeons, and
itual
aims
read Acts 2: 6—12. The popular estimaseen the gro
ess nature of their fears,
In the column of Obitudries is a brief
when, as condemned criminals, they were
tion of Christ appears in the reply, ¢* This
16.
The
reply
of
Jesus
to
their
complaint,
notice
of the death of. George P. Baker.
assigned
places
in
inquisitorial
processions,
is Jesus, the prophet ¢t Nazareth, of Gal- | ",
Hearest thou what these say ?" was point- were gagged to suppress their persistent It is due to the grace of God, manifest in
ilee.,” This does not claim for Jesus any
ed, because it was a passage of their Script- testimony. Now the expression of opinion him, especially during his last illness and,
higher origin than for Isaiah, or Daniel.
by intelligent Christians, d-ath, that the case receive a larger notice.
We have here a confirmation of the truth ures prophesying of this very event, and is not considered,
giving
to
children
the
right
to
praise
God.
Of his talent and promise it might not
Civil law carried
a
disciplinary
offense.
of the .answer given by the disciples to the
question of Jesus, “ Whom do men say Ps. 8: 2: Instead of reading * thou-hast into execution the sentences of ecclesias- be. proper that a futher speak. Though
perfected praise,” the passage might read, tical courts, Now that law, though it can less than pineteen years of age; he had
that I, the Son of man, am ?”
with more fidelity to ‘the ongigal, ** thou not prevent petty persecutions, forbids mar- grown to the full stature of a man in body,
12. Mark records a fact not mentioned
preparedst praise.” The praise of children tyrdom. ‘This result could not have been had advanced te within about two. years of
by the other evangelists, and hence not is ¢* perfected praise.” It is artless, pure,
attained but for the faithfulness’of the thou- graduating from college (full course), had’
contiadicted by them, that Christ entered trustful and unselfish, ard acceptable to
sands who have laid down their lives as taught inthe district school, in the colthe temple and observed what was there, God. The verse means that God has dewitnesses for the truth. The platform and lege, more or less, as assistant, and as
and returned to Bethany to pass the night. signed to have children pay homage to Jethe press are educating powers. Though principal of the public schools of an adHis advent into the city occurred in the sus, and that their hosannas please their
He contemplated the minthey may oscillate between extremes views, joining village.
afternoon,
and was not completed until
Saviour. This lesson suggests a great vari- they leave open doors to free discussion. istry, had from the time of his conversion
“even-tide” was at hand. The event de- ety of practical thoughts. Among others

the multifudes that
the

to

Hcswmma

Blessed is he
of the Lord.

shall come
inn

that the Romans did not in- | ation.

is remarkable

and check it. .
vestivate
stigate

went before and that followed, cried say-

ing:

entrance of Jesus-cansed

He said, “Once, I con-

| for a time, perhaps like “the king, it, may | view of heaven.

Grain.

had sai; *¢ If we Jet him thus alone, all

DAVID.

21: 8—16.

TexrT:—And

GoLpeN

OF

the loss of their authority.

die awevening. Jehu may drive the ‘ehariot,
but “* the church is in the hearts of God's
people.”
=
T

s

TO

ov
;

a
It may be, too, that, misunderstanding Jesus, they feared lest he undertake some po- | We love the millennial views.the fathers
litical revolution.
A little before this theyY | preached, and wish the world were Parav

DESTIONS AND NOTES BY PROF. J. A. HOWE.
HOSANNA

them,

part of what was said by the peaple which
most deeply impressed him.
10, 11. Jerusalem was profoundly moved.

Sabbath School Lesson.—Nov. 9.
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of Love.’

these things

W——

2 Kings 4:16,

But thén when such are found no more,

Though flowing broad and free,
Till then, and nourished from on bigh,
here they may broadly run;
And Love has overflowing streams

ence, and such

‘To fill them every one,

Love for thee

Fore must share, if we would keep,
That good thing from above;
give, we cease to have—

lead

Such is the Jaw of Love.

1 thwk there is no one subject that will

not

amount

to so much, if you should bring them together, as the feeling which is produced
by the most worthless of reasons.
Not
that there is not a vast amount of sickness
and suffering ; pot that there is not a vast
amount

of anguighful

remorse;

to a sublime

there

is;

it moves across the globe as dark as might,
snd as fierce as storms; but yet, og

comparatively speaking, it is occasiq,
It runs in comparatively narrow circles,
like tornadoes; whereas care—a. sort ef
small, balf-perceived, worrying uneasiness
—a gort of chafing and fretting—a sort of
Being
alent in almost every household.
small and minute, it runs along with-us in
life, “It is well nigh as constant in its action upon us as friction is. upon machinery.
And trom the fact of its greater diffusion,
pressure,

our

lives,

so that

it is not resisted and combated as we resist
and combat great causes of suffering, I
think the sum total of the suffering which
comes from it amounts to a great deal
more than the suffering which the majority
of causes produce.
:
I know very well that asa by I used to
suffer more in one bone: while my teeth
ached then I did in having a tooth out—
and 1 have no doubt that 1 have suffered
more Irom the toothache, diffused and carried through hours and days, than I should
have suffered if I had been put to the rack,
and bad been killed by torture.. I have no

an

We are to learn
;

ab

casm in the Gospel.
intended to be such,

of irony

or

sar-

It may not have been
but sugh it seems to

be in its operation.

When

{men are beset

with anxiety as to what they shall eat and
drink, and wherewithal they shall be clothed, it is

said,

‘*Which

of you

by

taking

thought can add a cubit to his stature P” In

other words,

how

much

good

does «it do

you to fret? Or, suppose a wan thinks he
is homely, and frets and worries, how
much handsomer is it going to make him ?
Suppose a man thinks he is going to be
sick, and

worries,

how

much

better

is it

going to make his liver or heart ? Supe a man thinks he is too short by six
inches, what good will it do him to -fret?
Who by taking thought can grow six
inches ?
:
It does not do any good to worry.
There is great advantage in taking things
in a spirit of cheerfulness, hopefulness and
Courage ; and who, in locking along the
experience of his life, can say that his worryings and frettings over annoyances and
troubles have ever done him any- good P—
H.

W. Beecher, in Christian Union.

not gloom, but undertone of spirit—is prev-

from the fact of its minor

in

Church

Music.

——
On yesterday, as I sat ih church, ready
to unite with the congregation in singing a
very precious hymn which had been announced, I was somewhat surprised and
disappointed to hear a precentor in the rear
of the congregation raise a tune thst used

to be frequently sung in upper Path
church,

just fifty years

ago.

No

Valley

fault

to

find with the tune, but it was sung in about
the same style, the same movement and the
same expression. It was perceptible that
only

a

few

of the

striking

attitudes,

each

congregation, and they

the elder part, could join. The leader and
all dropped into the rut, worn deep half a
century ago, and dragged heavily.
The inquiry arose very naturally, Is this
progression in this delightful part of worship? In this age, too, of singing profess-

event-

morrow again, and go
the next day, and the next day, from week
to week, and from morth to month, until
their face is wrinkled; until their brow is

classes,

concerts,

Why this sudden change?

choirs

there is a dignity, a benignity, a courtesy,
about him which nove of them exhibit.
About his piety there is something singularly attractive—so simple, so domestic—the
age, the country, the tent life, throwing over it the light as of an Eastern morning,
the freshness as of a breeze from the wilderness.— Rev, W. Hanna.
-

ago,

two

men,

——

}

—

To pray is, first of all, to put the understanding in motion, and to direct it upon

e highest object to which it can possibly

—

ee

A poor Caffre bad heard a missionary
speak of ¢ the wrath to come,” though he

id not understand the meaning of it.

came into the colony, was brought

He

to the

‘missionary, explained his anguish, and ask-

ed what he must do.
Mr. * Hood preached to him the Saviour.
listened

with

eagerness,

and

stood

trembling, and said, ** Sir, I am old and stupid ; tell me again.” And being told again,
of
the tears rolled down the sable chee
this man of noble and athletic frame, and
he confessed his wonder at the love of God

but

the

understanding,

The Editor of the Boston Courier says, and the
statement is endorsed by nearly every Rditor in
New England, most of whom have had friends attending the institution: To those desiring practical business
preparation
we
can
commend
CoMER’S COMMERCIAL COLLEGE as the best instltution of the
kind in the country.
Founded b
Mr. George N. Comer, a gentleman of rare tact,
ability and
erience, it has been successfully conducted by
him for thirty-two years past and has
had hosts of imitators, but no rival. A young
man
here, in a few months, makes amends for a lifetime’s
absence of educational opporsinities and the rates
of tuition are so reasonable as to be within the
ry one. There are no classes;

occupied earnestly, absorbingly, under the
guidance of faith, from first to last.
Next, to pray, is to put the affections
in motion; it is to open the heart. The
object of prayer is the uncreated love und
eternal

beauty;

he,

of

whose

beauty

all

Once more, to pray

is to put

the will in

——

up honest;

better puf a wasp in a tar

rel and wait till he makes

to the next world,

it is

you

a

homey.

great

bar-

As

pity that

men do not take a little more care when they
talk of it. Ifa man dies drunk, somebody
or other is sure to say, ‘I hope he is gone

to heaven.”

It is all very well to wish it,

BEST

ARTICLE

YET

nning

and

will not decay,

or

smoother.

but continually
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banded choir, and silent organ? Who is rootion, just as decidedly as we do when a but to hope it is another thing. Men turn
i
their faces to heil and hope to get to heaveu ;
responsible? Was the choir composed of we sit down to read hard, orto walk up
time. That sovereign why don’t they walk in the horsepond and Our second-han1, eight-horse power, portable Steam
against
hill
steep
a
eompany
of
young
persons,
collected
temcorrugated ; until the whole tone and
power in the soul, which we name the will, - hope to be dry? Hopes of heaven ave sol- Engine, which was made by the Swamscott Machine
per of their mind is changed. I think that from the world, who sung and played for does not merely in prayer fthpel us to make emn things, and. should be tried, y the Co., in the most substantial and workmanlike nanHeld their week
the amount of suffering\which one usually their own amusement?
the first necessary mental effort, but enters word of God. A man might as well hope, ner, will be sold upon reasonable terms. to a cashAND TO
embodies in this lite is beyond all calenla- evening meetings as a kind of social gath- most penetratingly and vitally into the very as our Lord says, to gather grapes-efthorns paying customer.
:
ering,
and
were
anxious
they
shoald
have
of S. S.
estimate
any
form
Superintendents
tion. You can not
will
the
is
hereIt
happy
a
itself.
for
but
look
js
as
and
prayer
e
h
t
finish
thistles,
or figs of
The Engine itself has an extra
the same type on Sabbath morning? When action of
5
about it.
will
the
only
is
is
it
There
will
and
petition,
life.
presses the
The boiler is damaged by rust
after at the end of a bad
little worn.
Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just pubIf you they sung it was apparent that God was which
.
Life ,for the most part, is stale,
the reluctance of sloth one rock to build hopes on, and that is mot need repairing or making over. The whole [thing lished by ‘the Freewill Baptiet PrintingsaleEstablish
with
struggles
which
not
in
all
their
thoughts,
and
that
they
and detuke the cork out of a bottle containing any
it is Peter, as the Pope says, neither is it sacra- will be sold so cheap that any one wishing such an ment. These Books are now ready for
passion;
of
s
opposition
the
with
or
livery.
active drink and let it stand awhile, 1t made no melody in tacir hearts unto the the will which exclaims, *1 will not let ments, but the merits of the “Lord Jesus. Engine can afford to have it repaired.
»\
y
Brize Sevies.
throws off all its fixed air. It is not sour, Lord. During the other parts of divine thee go except thou bless me.” The There John Ploughman rests, and he is not
T,
WAR
Andy Luttrell,
ad
STE
LD
s.
service
they
were
little
else
than
an
anAddres
actually
carry afraid, for this is a firm footing, which
it does not become by fermentation
Shining Hours,
Was this amount of will which we severally
Pover, VN. I,
Master and Pupil,
corrupt; but if you taste it, itis fli and noyance to the congregation.
sinI
its
but
of
ratio
neither life nor death can shake;
into the act of prayer is the
May Bell,
stale; and there is a great deal of hie that the character of the choir broken up? Or cerity ; and where prayer is at once real must not turn preacher, so please remember
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| ments shat down. Not one in fwenty of the Institution has graluted 53 students during ‘hood, some of them already taking honworkmen is discharged, and a great many the year,including both sexes and all depart- orable and- influential positions, should
The terms stated above have reference
| of these find themselves in some way ments, and that there have been in attend- say, looking back over twenty-five years,
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God grants to those who are earnest and for a.dollar a day until he can get two or students for college, and also advertises a street, or be educated by. others, and to
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three, and we shall as surely come out of collegiate course, which is a good deal for seek their fortunes without advice or aid
When well-designed and exe- lutely and at once the work of canvassing true such moral ascents as enable them to
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ed at the stores where they are bought on hut a single name Fu his own,—and
precept ® “go up higher” is daily heard, their mefliciency and profligacy, seem to should do,and they thereby get the best look- most favored among European lands. A
singly. Desiringto serve our friends in that is a small thing,~the result would be and they who are earnest to heed it shall have been poor prophets. Already these ing catalogue of the three, of course. superiority whose reality impresses me
this respect, we have, after much effort and very large and equally grateful. The Chro- not be forced to stay in the moral valleys free colored citizens have deposited more There is no smut on its pages, and every- more and more deeply with each Sabbath
painstaking, made the arrangements set mos ean be furnished at once, and will be and plains, where the view is narrow and than fifty-one million dollars in their sav- thing about it is clean and handsome. The of my wandering abroad. If our denomiaggregate attendance for the year is 392, nation had not entered heartily, though late,
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ment, and to feel the inspiration found in
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one to eight, of such a character and on
us among Christians not in our own comthe upper air even while treading the com- hundred schools, with an attendance of one
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sueh term
as afford
us no little pleasure
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munion, and is now calling us by a new
hundred thousand pupils, the greater part
life,
Not long since, we stood on a hight 3,000 mon levels of lt
pep
in announcing. -Something different from
benefaction and a new responsibility.
of whom are colored. The colored people
the sed level, and looked over the |
Special Notice.
This; I assume, has been. already seen
of this State now represent fifty million dolThe Times.
the things heretofore offered seems to be feet above
landscape. The location was near the foot
and cordially accepted by the Education
lars of its wealth, and about two-thirds of
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All
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called for, and in our premiums
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of the White and Franconia mountains,
Society and the people it represents. If this
The times, financially speaking,,.seem to its annual products are controlled by the
business sent to this office should be directWe claim noth- —where the picturesque beauty of the intersought to meet the want.
is done with pure motive, with self-denybe too hard to be easy, and too easy tle same class. These, with aumerous other
ing for these Chromos beyond what the vale clasps bands with the solemn grandeur be hard.
It is easy enough to . get cases that might be cited, show remarkable ed to Rev, I. D. STEWART, as heis the Fi- ing unity and the earnestness of a resolute
Agent of the Printing Establish- faith, we may look for the more efficient
We do not say-they of the great “hills,—where majesty softens money, and it isn’t. Business is lively, progress on the part of the freedmen, such nancial,
truth will warrant.
into grace,—where the brawling torrents,
and it is also very dull. Capitalists are as can hardly be equaled,in the same lexgth ment. Correspondents will confer a favor presence and endowment of the Holy Spirit
are the best things in the market, that they
just now rushing down the ravines and
among us. For in order to bave the Holy
by heeding this suggestion,
are worth from five to ten dollars apiece, leaping over the precipices, gather them- hopeful, and they are likewise despondent. of time, by any other people.
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and also of a rather trying one. On the
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of duty and $0 train our hearts in
made before or ever can be again, We. refreshment and move on to their home in whole, one is quite unable to say whether ——P0OOR JACK. Here are some sailors,
Special Correspondence.
benevolence,as to make ourselves capacious
simply say that every one of these pictures the sea. The time was October,— when the we are really in the midst of a panic, that we should sayycompared with whose “sufof te Spirit. A religion without this can
«
Prussia Saxony, Oct. 7, 1873.
is very excellent in design, is really well air grows crisp and bracing,—when ‘the is to extend itself and produce serious re- ferings by sea Paul's were mere inconvenhave only the fervor and the happiness of
forest foliage flashes out into a splen dor sults, or whether it is only a slight financial iences. They left New York not long ago DEAR READERS OF THE STAR :—
emotions; its firmness and aggressiveness
executed, will not only bear but repay
for San Francisco, under a Captain and
A mouth of wanderings beyond the
that no painter cah fully re-produce,—~and
study, and will adorn any wall on which it when nature seems to be making that quiet irregularity, produced by a disturbance at a Mate (Clarke and Farrell) who. seem to reach of the kindly greetings of the Siar are bern only of human self-will and pascertain center, and which is likely td pass
have been mere brutes,—and not brutes prepares me to tell you how precious a priv- sion.
may be hung. Aud any one of them would and suggestive pause which heralds the
easily-away.
I did not sit down to indive these thoughts,
either, for brutes never treat their kind in ilege is given to you all who, by your own
cost,if bought at the stores, several times great change always brought by the later
It seems easy enough to explain how we
but they would run off my pen. I hope it
that
way.
On
the
voyage
these
sailors
Wl autumn.
firesides, contentedly read its pages and will be ready when taken up again to write
as much as we charge for them. i
came in this uncertain condition. Jay
them in large quantities, and advertisi
po view was imprestive, At our feet Cooke & Co., the most reliable banking were beaten and bruised and cut and tor- share the interest of its madmagers in the something about Sabbaths abroad, or memtured in almost all conceivable ways by wholesome and Christian enterprises it adas we do by our standing offer, we Pp! nds and tiny lakes were nestling in the firm in the country, undertook to carry
them
orable days among strangers.
these inhuman officers, and three of them vozates. To address you is a privilege for
B. F. HAYES.
through the Northern Pacific Railroad, takare able to obtain them so as to make the 1ap of the valleys; little villages were seen
actually committed suicide by drowning to which the editor has my cordial thanks.
generous terms with our sabseribers indi- now and then clinging to the slopes; here -ing its bonds and furnishing the money to escape their terrible sufferings. Arrived at Yet, could the privilege of hearing from!
were stretches of forest and there the smooth- build it. All at once, and nobody knows
cated below.
Home Mission Chit- Chat.
ness of welltilled fields; farther away why, these bonds began to be presented at. San Francisco, the United States authori- you also be given, I shold rather hear than'|
ties, who are as fierce as bloodhounds to speak.
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Denominational News and Notes.

The

first

Picee,

of these

entitled, ‘“ A

Chromos

Boquet

is

of

the hills dipped their feet and gazed at their

a Floral

mirrored

Flowers.”

¥ is a large, rich and varied collection of
the finest products
form and coloring
ance all that could
holds the flowers,
ness and glory of

of the parterre, with the
perfect, and the appearbe desired. A fine vase
which wear all the freshlife. The picture is just

completed, is large, and shows the fruits of

skill and

care.

It measares

15 1-2 by 21

inches.—Next, we have three Chromos rep-

resenting ‘Autumn in New England. The
fivst is * Harvest on the Banks of the Saco;”
the second is “ A View

on the

Kennebec;”

the thirdis *“ Chocorua Lake and Mountain.”
In these the water ard the land are
shown in their real relations to each other;
the cultivated fields, golden-hued with grain
which the harvesters are gathering, suggest the richness of the intervale; the purpled Kills rise in the distance to meet the
fleecy clouds and the blue sky, and the pe«culiarly rich tints of the autumn foliage
are brought out with admirable effect and
reflected in the water. Each of these pict-
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whose

as

many

emeralds

islands

worn

on

the bosom of a bride make

her loveliness

radiant.

were the

In the back-ground

loft-

ier mountains, carrying names that keep
alive the memory of a race fast; passing
away, or those that recall the virtues of early
patriots, seeming to lean against
and, in their endurance, to give

hour.

of

And the firm, rot having the

of Ind at their

disposal,

found

For six weeks all the powers

yA
Io

dollars

mines

themselves

and picturesque’ beauty of the valleys, and
the streams and lakes which they embrace,
stand out in fine contrast with the wild and
-smaguificent mountains rising majestic and
snow-crowned in the rear. Each of these
pictures has features and merits peculiar ‘to

cerns in the country, these also became em-

the sky,
fresh em-

phasis to the thought uttered, by one of old,

“The strength of the hills is His also.” And
the recollection of Him who had fashioned
this'scene of magnificence as an expression
of his thoughts and a reminder of his care
for men, sent the eye upward to take (note
of the sky which spread like a dome over
ail, here azure, there gaining depth of color,

at the south set off by masses of cloud suggesting a cold grandeur, while in the west
the setting sun glorified them with bands of
vermillion and gold.
The world seemed wider as we stood and
gazed. Larger and higher thoughts came

itself.

They sre alike in the artist's inten-

tion, which makes

them

all

represent

the

Swiss Summer; but are wholly different
from each other in specific design and details, and in the objects represented.
ey
- aré of uniform size, being 8 by

12

inches.

Each is completein itself, thodgh any two,
or

three, or the

regarded

four

may

as companion

well enoughbe

pieces.

They are

Aistingnished from each other as No. 1, No.

2; No. 8, No, 4.

They accurately and ad-

- mirably represent the famous scenery
+ renders the Alps so impressive.

‘that

the

time

while

the

ceased
heroic

to captivate
work

of

and dazzle;

the

soul, even

though coming out in the Jowliest. spheres,
took on a grandeur that made it appear
worthy of a long life-struggle and sure of a
coronation in heaven,—It was good to inspect the world from that vantage-ground
and judge it from that loftier level. The
nerves) were braced by the clear air; the
widened landscape broadened the thought ;
and

thé

Creator's

presence

real as that revelation
oul afresh.

seemed

more

of his majesty stood

Yes, it was good

to

be

there.

And one could hardly fail to carry down
something of the influence which had been
gathered, when it became needful to descend
I.
lower plain of every-day life.
We: hive thought of the matter since.
And thinking of it has made it suggestive.
Mcrally speaking, it is good to stand above
and look downward on the world. Our

common misfortune, not to say our fault, is}}
that we study life too much from low levels;
where the range of vision is narrow.
We
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"To every new subscriber to the Star, do not ascend the hights. We fail to copy
sending year's subscription in advance,— Christ, and go up 'on to the ndountains that
“with 10 cts. ‘additional for wrap- almost touch heaven. That i# needful. The
:

, &c., and to

ahy old subserib-

we

in

the cavern,
Even then

the soul may. stand above and look down on’

subscrip- the world of mankind"lying far below. By
for wrap- meditation, by prayer, by communion with
any one God's thoughts and with God himself, by
selected. nurturing great purposes, by taking home
ots. in addition t6 the subscription, the gracious promises that tell of the comwill send
two of the Chromos ; for ing triumphs of Christ and his gospel, —by

nd remit a year's
—with the 10 cts.
| pig and postage,—we
p
will send
«of these Chromos that may be

For

body may be in the valley,

before January 1, 1874, pay the hovel, the unlighted prison.

three

; for $1.20, any

four;

for

such meaus

may

ope rise to the mount of

vision and behold glorious and

for $1.80, any six ; for #2. - things.

Then the dim

unutterable

eye grows “elear.

Just judgments are formed.

The

narrow.

ing world widens out more and more.

barrassed ; a feeling of insecurity

got

hold

of the public; men who had money held ou

of thought

the fugitive
Mate.
Meanwhile
several
suits have been instituted against the Cap-
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~ ADVANCE

:

and feeling have beeu fftuired to appreci- | At the social meetings held in connec-

ate and enjoy the ever new and ever chang: | 10 with the Anniversaries, the

ary associations and long
castles, palaces and ruins,

anticipations;
that condense

sentiment

| 28 expressed by several that we must
| #dvance. Let this be our watch word the
| OWing year along the whole line of the
| rand anny of Christ.
new
to occupy
Advance,
strengthen the positions already

ground,

occupied,

under
a single glance for us agesof con- | Pally to the weak points where a few are
to it; the banks, lest paper should also be
ges. But why does the United States flict and crime apd metribution ; ancient ab- | courageously fightingto save the cause
beys, churches, tombs and cathedrals that | from defeat, and make it a year of glorious
presented at their counters and they find
Marshall at that port, whose business it is
themselves unable to redeem, held’ on to
preach
eloquently from time-eaten stone | ¥ictories.
:
:
:
to look after just such cases as this, delay
their currency, giving only certified

checks

for cash, thus making the stringency

more

widely and severely felt.—That is the way

the banks ‘would like to explain their position; but the truth

‘that

they

have really employed the

:peculator's

tac-

tics, and are using their

reserve cash to

seems

tobe

purchase miscellaneous paper at discount.

But here we are, and as usual the poorer

is still worse, bar-room tragedies

numerous as week days.
If one seeks a reason for all

will be as

this closing

of mills, it isdo ubtless found in the unwillingness of the Companies to share with

their employees in the Josses incident upon
the times. They explain it in this way:
Cotton and woolen manufacturers generally
keep on hand about two months’ accumulation of goods in advance. They had this
amount on hand when the panic began.
Their shles fell of. The more they manufactured,

the more

goods

accumulated

on

their bands, until they telt obliged to stop
work to save themselves.
With the shoe
manufacturers, and others of that class who
do business on long credit, the case is
slightly different. A company makes, for

tain, and the sailors have

recovered

dama-

lips, of human pride and patriotism, of re- | Advance, though . requires toil, sacrithrough the efforts of & private citizen™ If ligious- sentiment and Christian heroism. fice, and think not fife itsels boo dear, if we
this were only a solitary case it wouldnt Yet all these have not kept the mind from | ©% Wit souls to Christ. - “Endure hardness as a good soldier of Jesus Christ.”
seem so deplorable. But the treatment of recurring with increasing anxiety to a quesNot
only every minister but let every
sailors is notoriously bad, and in spite of tion, which, by the time these lines are
member of the army remember the word
borne
lo
you,
will
have
been
for
you
alour laws in their behalf we do but comparais ‘*advance,” and woe be to the laggards
tively little to avenge them. Cheated and ready answered. This question is, ** What and deserters.
R
betrayed on land, outraged and abused on will be the action of our Education Society
Never
bas
the
field
been
whiter or the
and
the
various
Missionary
Boards
at
their
the sea, their condition is one that we cap
harvest
wore
promising
than
now. ‘Such
approaching
anniversaries
?”
y
hardly contemplate without a prayer for
invitations
to
‘‘come
over
and
help us”
To
this
my
thoughts
ture
as
to
somevengeance on their tormentors.
thing of far more moment than these have not been heard since the Macedonian
monuments .and museums that make our cry was first made. Read the foilow——MAKE YOUR WriLLs, The following
country
seem but a growth of yesterday; ing extract from a letter from our missioncase out of thousands may be cited as a
for, brethren ye are making history and any, Bro. Manning, who has been laborforeible reason .why persons of property,
preoccupying the future with honor and ing a few weeks among the whites. in
even ifit be only a small amount,should exeusefulness, or weakness and shame, for the Alabama, and organized the first Freewill
cute clear and unequivocal wills. Twentyi that state, ahd then, dear
whole body of, Christians to whom the Star Baptist church
three years ago John McDonough died in
is wont to speak. One of the beloved vet- brethren, tell us what to do ?
New Orleans, leaving three million dollars
erans in our ministry at a recent! anniver“You wished me to stay in Alabama
to that ¢ity nnd Baltimore to be devoted to
the maintenance of free white and col- sary pointed out the parallel between the long enough to learn what the prospects
ored schools in those two cities. But there circumstances of our denomination and the were for building up the interests of the
was a point in the will over which quibbling period when the success of God's chosen Freewill Baptists in this extreme southern
After
laboring there twenty-six
lawyers raised a doubt, the heirs determin- people depended on having men * who had state.
understanding
of
the
time
to
know
what
days
T
am
prepared
to give you a report.
ed to break the document and get the propIsrael
ought
to
do.”
There
was,
doubtless,
I
have
preached
twenty-one
sermons in
erty, and the result is that all” but ‘tweniyfive thousand dollars of that great.sum has then, as now, room for abundance ef con- ‘thirteen different placés; have - traveled
been wasted in carrying on the legal con- flicting private opinions, as to the general 145 miles on horse-back and twenty miles
test; and this bids fair te follow the rest. plans,and of distrustas to methods or ability in a wagon, have organized one church,
The lesson needn't be put into words. He for their execution, yet duty demandgd, and and baptized three. The man there, that
the better judgment of the majority ap- you correspond with, is very much respectwho reads may understand.
proved, an acceptance of the leadership of ed by all the people, He has any amount
those who bad, if not superior wisdom, at of perseverance and steadfastness.
He is
——JosePH ArcH. This gentleman, who least better opportunity to discern what comparatively poor but generous to a fault,
is the best friend of the working man in the ought to be done.
When Providence puts | I believe him to bea good Christian man.

action and allow rardy justice to come’ only

old world, and who has been in this coun-

men on a plane whence they

try a few weeks to see about sending across

what ought to be done, and that it will not {house of worship he built, of nine membe done unless they move forward, then it | bers; two have since united, and several:
is their divine commission to lead, and his- | more are expected to,

a colony of

Euglish

farm -hands,

has

de-

thousand

dollars’

worth

iar with

the

working

classes

of joys, hopes and toils, and had

It is Only a tithe of the manufacturing establish-

can

both

see, I' organized a church

at

his

place,

in the

cided to return to England without fully accomplishinlg his mission. He has visited tory honors their action rather than that of
There is'a church called Mount Nebo, of
Canada, and made himself perfectly famil- those who cry, *“ Ye take too much upon | some 70 members, of which almost. every

there, their
proposed to
shoes. They must wait till they sell them, do the same in the States, but the lateness
and collect their pay from various quarters of the season, the financial pressure and esof the country, before they are really in a pecially the unfriendly weather that he
safe condition to continue business.
Buf would be likely to find in the North-west,
the help mus
aid, and more stock must have decided him to complete that part of
be bought,
afd to do this the firm presents ‘his mission the comifig spring, when he will
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Last of all,but by no means least attractive, ed like children.—And the estimates of life
look ahead to the coming winter, with po imare four Chromos representing
Summer changed also. The struggles and ambitions,
mediate means of buying food and shelter.
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hands at the door, states that attentive ushers

especially, have taken a commendable interest in
I shall’ always remember
this undertaking.

ed a sermon to them, I read our articles of man that he bear the yoke in. his youth.”

gists, or sent by Mail.

says: — A stranger en
Christian
The the
tering
Rev. Mr.Union
Pentecost’s Baptist ehurch

by their subscriptions or words of cheer. The
pastors und churches of the Wheelock Q. M.,

for a,

and say, “It is good

life,

for getive

ANTHEO

’

!

:

ph

THE

MORNIN G“the handsomest and

and coal had
been brought that morning. There it lay
in a great, black, shining heap, and beyond

Twenty Years.
ep

——

way.
Up the coal-heap, with many a olip,

per,

opening of the gate, and then he stood in
the:broad back alley, a little bruised and

It is the lapse of twenty years,

shaken, but otherwise all right as.far as his
feelings were concerned ; but such a sorry
'| sight!
He rubbed his leg a little where the coal
had scratched it rather roughly above, the
pretty striped sock,then he wiped bis sleeve

i

He left me when a little lad,
A lad, a babe; I see him now,
1 hear his voice so frank and glad,
I stroke the curls upon his brow.
My son returns across the main,

p

But brings not back the tithe that's fled;
E

1 shall not hear the voice again,
1 shall not pat the childish head.

A blessing from the spirTt-land.
see,

No more I look in wistful doubt,
As in the man the child appears;
His earnest gaze, his joyful shout,
Have bridged that lapse of twenty years,

Fairy of the Household.

Zab
Oh! who knoweth not our Mary,
With her archiy winning ways?
She’s our darling household fairy,
And a fairy’s part she plays.
Comes she softly, softly creeping,

Takes us all quite unaware,
While she’s slyly, shyly peeping
Close beside our easy-chair,
Hair so golden-brown and curly,
Clustering thickly round her head,

on the curb-stone,

Eyes so blue and teeth so pearly,
Lips and cheeks just tinged with red.
Little feet so lightly tripping,
Making music on the floor;

to

over-see.

very

Like » tie Ite Suging. a Gate

snorting and bellowing.

street, making

—

Now

Listing to her simple measure
and strong

if

back-

to

watch

Earthly language ne’er expresses
Half the tender thoughts that meet
And her baby kisses sweet.
May we never blindly cherish
One =o trustful, young, and fair;

Every radiant hope will perish
If we train her not with care.
Long may she be spared to cheer us;

Human tongue could ne’er reveal
I1 she ceased to linger ‘near us,
All the grief that we should feel.
Blessings on our darling Mary,
Sweet the sunshine of her smile;
Blessings on our household fairy,
Loving, simple, free from guile.
— Victoria Tegan.

UCL

I hall one.
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I

see

abou:

man-

.

:
thought that if mothI have often secretly

had
cet

if

made

as.

smoothly

1s

Flom.

a

y
A
pate
‘heavy | churn.
horns, was
Yesterday, Cousin Jenny “‘did wish that

great

see

all

to

them

understand

driving

the

caught

would wonder how his short legs could

some one would amuse Bobbie;
in doors, and out of mischief.”

of them,

hatless,

and

in

All this mamma told

general

in the most intricate manner for horses;
two other chairs were placed behind them

for the carriage”; my youthful gallant politely helped me in, and we started for Al-

¢ Me never do so din, mamma,”

gaze with delight upon the passing horsecars and * dumpy-carts.” The storekeeper, knowing his * tricks and his manners,”

often {ried all his persuasive artsin the attempt to get him to * run home ;” no, he
was deaf to all entreaties, until a rousing
summons would take him by storm and a
pair

.

of stout

Irish

arms

transport

despite his manful resistance,

him,

safe within

the doors of home again. All in vain were
the front gates tied in every intricacy. of
knot that human ingenuity could invent;
no fingers were ever more patient in pick-

ing out these particular knots than

Rob-

bie’s.

In vain did'a board barricade attempt to
cut off all connection with the alley-gate;

like a little earth-worm, or one of his favorite ** patter-killers,” he groveled on the
ground and crawled under, and then went

The Dollar We
—

+

Don’t Spend.
OO

We have to calculate preity close

Well, one day he came to grief, as you

might know he would, and this is how it

ewise sprinkled his clean
and round rosy face.
"It

our

house, you know ; and the whole family are
called into council when any important expenditure is to be made. Well, the other
evening we were considering the small remnant of the quarter’s salary, and
Mrs.
Dobbs was trying to reckon how it could be
made to cover everything. There was her
new dress, and a new coat for me,
new carpet for the best parlor, and

and a
a new

hat for our (at present) unmarried daughter, besides a great many other things, with
which I will not occupy your valuable space.
The main point was the new dress, and
Mrs. Dobbs was thinking of this shade, and

scrutinizing that paitern

wishing she could

them; and our faces

grew

salary grew shorter.

Presently,

of my happy inspirations, I
was,
He had besn secufely fastened in thie
“Mrs. Dobbs, there is no
- back-yard, as usual, and bad dug'a beauti- you so much good as the
fal well, full six inches deep, and filled it spend,”
with water from the pump ; then he threw
She looked at me a little
filled

at

it vp,

and

little blouse

as

with

the
one

said to her:
dollar that does
one

you Sows
'
perplexed, “and
presently she said: “Why, Doctor, I don’t
understand you.”

86 I said : “The handsomest dress is the

was a very Warm diy. and the little
g hands often pushed
back the
me
curls, or rabbed away the

Spi
from his face. He was tired,
tho ght how much he'd like a walk;
were fast—oh, so tight!

1» back gate, seldom open

longer

But

except

one you don’t buy.”

|

- 4Qh, yes, that's true. . The best

dress

“Smack went the whip,
Pound went the wheels ;
Were ever folks so glad”

to get out as I was?
tle driver would

1 thought that the lit-

certainly put my eyes out,

but fortunately he stopped in time. Bobbie
politely helped me out, and imformed me

genius embodied, and

then has a movement and
reading a very enjoyable

volumes

are

put

up

in

personal traits and

of the revelation.

behind

I

the nursery

domestic life, and ‘making us confess thut the
queenly spirit is nowhere else so finely shown as

sanctities of religion.

The

will miss

the

them together, to meet the similar ‘moods,

as in after life they come over us so mysteriously sometimes. Many a time and ofl,
in Wall Street and Broadway, in the very
whirl of business, in the sunshine and gaye-.
the1

pp. 167.

Boston: Lee

comes

a

scream,

splend
piendor

her,

the little

ruddy cheek, the

merry

eyes

or
smiling

see

again

faces,

of schoolmates,

the

and

some

gray-

and

cold water, from which he
dri ipping like a water fowl,

is drawn

A. Rampant

wife

especially

meant, for

character and

lying,

that

for

healing . idleness,

E. J.

not fail

Roberts

Brothers, 1873, 16mo. pp. 212.

byE. J. Lane & Co.
Mr. Miller's earlier volume

enthusiasm.

Sold

was properly hail-

Full of passion,

glowing

with intellectual and emotional tire, bold in imagery, frequently vehement snd audacious, not
caring to escape exaggeration, at times almost
as sensuous as Swinbuarae, and them scarcely less
subtile and penetrative
than Mrs, Browning,
now shooting into the empyrean as if his pinions
might visk any flight, and then ambling along on

much like those of its predecessor.

contrast

The general

spirit, the themes and the treatment are Miller’s

own.
On the whole, the maturity is greater,
the weaknesses are fewer, there is noticeable at
times a more .subdued tone and a more delicate
moral sense... But the brilliance is here, the passionate and
Byronic
fire, the ynconventional
freedom, the impetuosity and the extravagance,
\
ail BA
H
all of whieh marked the earlier productions.
Religious truth can not be demonstrated Three of the poems,~TIsles of the Amazons,F
Sun-down. Seas,—are of conin the same- way as mathematical truth. Sea to Sea, By the
Still the evidences of a design in all things siderable length and contain what is most strikare almost as strong as positive demonstra- ing in his work; the last fifty pages are filled
with briefer ‘and less ambitious pieces, wherein
tion. All natural reveals the supernatural.abe
,
found some of the most admirable and some

In All Things.

and -ingenious

mechanism

is
of

A flower for Wall Street brokers to cultivate: Glad-I-owe-less.

r

What plant is capable of giving
| me

‘heat? A forn

is.

out

the

other

>

stories.

By

Mary

of the feeblest of his utterances. As a whole, it is
a volume ofreal poetry, and testifies that the authoris gifted with

true afflatus..

no

If his

ordinary measure of

later manhood

the

shal bring

out all that these products of his earlier suzgest
as possible, it will be many a year before his mu-

sic wholly dies

out of the air, and the listening

to it will yield a rare Satisfaction.
SOUTHER

Ipyrs.

, dard. Boston:
18mo.

pp. 884.

By

James

Charles Warner Stod-

R., Osgood

Sold by E. J. Lane

& Co. 1873.
& Co.

SOUNDS FROM SECRET CHAMBERS.
By Laur
C. Redden. (Howard Glyndon.) Same Publishers, &c.. 1873. 18mo. pp. 107.
These Idyls are not writen in poetic measure,
but in nervous, pithy, incisive, and sometimes
intense prose. They consisc of nearly a score of
sketches that deal with life and experience at
sea, and with
what
is peculiar in some of

the lands andlife

that are found

away

to the

south, and develop under the burning sun of

the

tropics, Hereare some of the special subjects
dealt with: A Fete Day in Tahiti; Pearl-Hu ut-

ing in Pomatous; A Canoe-Cruise in the Coral
Sea; The Chapel of the Palms, &e. The author,
in his ambition to eséape prosiness, sometimes
goes to the opposite extremes,and becomes Jerky,
audacious, and runs into literary smartness and
affectation, But he paints vividly, both when

|

The Camping-Oat Series of books not unnaturally proves to be one of the most taking, espe-

cially with active and wide-awake boys, that has
appeared. The pictures of out-door life, the tales
of adventures in the woods, the- sketches of ani- mals and men, the glimpses afforded of what is

abundant,all combine

mos as captivating

to make

and magnetic as

»

the vol-

books oan

is

thoroughly

healthy.

This

fifth in-

stallment is every way as taking as its predecessors, and the boys are many who hope that the
series is to be a long one, and that its Sipoessive
numbers may appear often,
* Matt’s Follies is a collection of entertaining 4
stories for young readers, which will excite no
little laughter, stir some serious thought, and
now and then open the reader's eves with wonder and blur them with tears,
It will be hard
for the little people to lay it down for the sake of
getting an arithmetic lesson or finishing the evening chores.
‘
eer

VAIN EXCUSES

ANSWERED.

By Rv,

P. Bork-

stresser, A. M. Philadelphia: Lutheran Board
of Publication. 1873. 16mo. pp. 243. Sold by
D.‘kqthrop
& Co.

ANNE DBS
BOURG.
From the Gorm: an.
Publishers, &e. 1873. 16mo. pp. 223.

Same

ANDREAS
HEIMBERGER;
or, The
Miner
of
Berchiesguden. From the German of Adolph
Stern. ‘I'ranslated by Mrs. B. Mallon,
Sam:
Publishers, &e. 1874. 16mo. pp. 160,
The first of these volumss, taking for a text
the words of the gospel which tell us that they

who were invited to the feast began to make excuse, deals with those excuses for neglecting the
gospel that are frequently urged, and seeks to
show their invalidity, their folly and their evil
fruits. “The author groups these under three
heads,—Speculative Excuses, Practical Excuses,
and Social Excuses.
He deals with them frankly
in succession, and in the main, candidly, foreibly and conclusively.
He is serious
roest,

faithful and pungent,and shows that he

has stud-

ied men just as they are mot in daily life. Phe
work would be suzgestive and helpful to many a

preacher who has just these excuses to deal with
in his own 'congregation.
The other two volumes belonz tothe Fatherland Series, which this House has been for some

time engaged in issuing for use in families and
Sunday schools. They deal with characters
and historic ipcidents that bzlonz to the old
world and the bygone time, and, like many of
their predecessors, aim to furnish valuable information, and illustrate the workings of the Chris-

tian fuith both. in individual hearts aud im the
wider sphere of social and national life. They
possess the elements of solid value.

y

ST. NICHOLAS is the name of a new fiustrated
Magazine for Girls and Boys,published by Seribner & Co., New York, edited by Mary Mapes
Dodge, having among the contributors to its ini-

tial number such writers as Bryant,Olive Thorne,

Lucy Larcom, Rebecca Harding ‘Davis, Frank
Stockton, Lucretia P. Hale, Celis Thaxter, D. G.
Mitchell, &ec., and setting forth larger and richer
mechanical excellences, in the way of fine type
‘and splendid illustrations, than any other maga"
zlue has yet combined,
Its 43 pages are large,
and every one of them fs filled in a way that

shows a determination first to captivate and then
to win and hold the young readers. It is every
‘way beautiful, entertaining and wholesome, and ~~

showing metits and an entérprise that give no '*hiot'of failure, but prophesy boldly aud confi-"

dealing with outward aud inward: phenomena;
and they who do not find self-consciousness and

dently of success,

portion of these appear under the head of Broken Links, another portion are ranked as In Italy, and a third not unfittingly classified as Lovser's Loaves. There isa good'deal of genuine

students of the

Terms—3$3.00 per year.

extravagance an offense,will often read Lim with
The second installment of the COMMENTARY
zest, and now and then with Sxplosive admirgON THE NEW TESTA
y in course of preparation.
| tion by Rev. Lyman Ah jott.and published by A
Howard Glyndon gives wl dainty volume of
8. Barnes & Co..New York,has been received, I
poems, one of which,—~Sweet Bells Jungled,—is
embraces chapters, VIL—=XITI. of the gospel acsomewhat lengthy, while the remaining pieces
cording to Matthew, and fully justities the strong
are numerous, brief, and of variad morit, wheth‘approval given to its predecessor. For the use
er considered in respect, to,substance or form.
of Sunduy school teachers, and other average
A

sentimant embodied, some of it is unusually deep

Je

=

N. Preseott. With illastratioas. Same Publis

Bible, this work promises to fur-

nish:somethii especially valuableand adapted.
It strikes a happy

medium, between critical thor-

oughness and perplexing brevity.

The type and
| paper are unusually beautiful and excellent,
-,

whofe
§

.y

:

FoLLIES, atl

influence

SONGS oF THE SUN-LANDS.
By Joaquin Miller,
author of ** Songs of the Sierras.” Boston:

between the clusters of blue and yellow
flowers is declared to be ‘perfectly charming.”
:
|
I

Design

Lane & Co.

db

ame

well be, and at t he same time the general moral

The foreign journals speak of a beautiful
wisteria— recently in full bloom—covering
the front of a well-known hotel near Slough, the common level as though he had flung away
in England, and running around each end his aspirations and were content with very comsome distance, making altogether a length| mon things, always superabounding in life and
of about 150 feet. It was planted against a in the Tallest sympathy with his age,~it is
strong iron support of the veranda, which not strange that his sudden burst into the sphere
support it long since lifted bodily from the of song should have captivated a host of readers,
set half the critics wild with wonder,and brought ;
ground, and broke in pieces with the seem- out bursts of. extravagant panegvric which even
ing ease with which a man would break a the revelations of his domestic life could not
lucifer match. A laburnum grows against neutralize. § The contents. of this volume are

A

3
by Ried. A Edite

ars
& 1873. 16mo. pp. 164.
ers, &o.

to ennoble | 400 oo

:

ed with

the

b

C4 Skhens. Slgusated. a Tn

Marr's

it will

w

school teachers, who have the work of morally
training the young on their hands, could hardly
fail to find great help in becoming fami'iar with
such a volume as this.
If we say that this new book by th» author of
that wondrously effective volume,* The Wide
Wide World,” is worthy of its origin and its
predec2ssorsiboth in its interest and the best sort
of stimulus which it furnishes, we shall have
said enough to constitute a stronz recommndation. And that is just the testimony which we
are : ready to bazar. The Little Camp
will be . a
a
delightful thing in recollection, us it is attractive
in the revelation of its experience

The Bishop

imate influence operates.

Wisteria.

the building on one flank, and

that

for curing quarrels, &c., &o. Pastors and Sunday

writer, never dull or

consecrate life wherever its legit-|

r

of the nations, he goes on to speak of the leaf tor

beautiful and majestic in natural scenery and
public benefactor who helps to put such teachheroic and skillful in the hunter's career, the
iugias this iuto the hands of those for whom it is | wit the daring. the audacity, the humor, which

and

shrill

out

on the minds and hearts of the young, so that
they can hardly be forgotten or fail to bear fruit.
Dealing with that passage which alludes to the
leaves of the tree of life as meant for the healing

have been

ly stimulating on the other. And every one of
these nine lectures, df read and pondered, will
surely serve to brace up the moral nature of the
reader, help to put young feet on the right way
of life, and inspire the great and true purpose
which is the secret of all triumphs in the earth
tbat really deserve the name.
He will prove a

day’s laber is done, his tools laid aside, and

he is on his way home, where
child are, he can’t help singing.

a marvel.

statement and apposite anecdote and illustration,

or forget:

the | commonplace on the one haud,nor unwholésome- |

headed now, most * li¢c moldering in the

practical
know of

thy, these ten little sermons, or lectures, or expositions, or talks, bring out great truths very
happily, and impress them, by meaas of clear

Lirsgar lt ony Jositude, oh

is a cultivated and forcible

d

inal, simple, vivacious, full of fervor and sympa-

heard by various audiences during the last twenty-five years,and they have also been before now
offered to the reading public. But the topics are
such as can not well be worn out, nor will the
need of dealing with them be past so long as there
are young men and women going out out into an
untried life, where false
principles have swa
3 {
:
ions abound,
he
hp
h
Y
| where
temptations
where the seeming

school-house—and

almost

D.:

HILL. By the

and almost

of the drives in the Central Park, some | often outweighs the real,where impulse triumphs
’
where a low expediency
o
3 as recorded
fol- | FOX-HUNTING,
y isis folPe
¢
the memories of early | over ver conviction,
little thing avakes-up
y

in Wwhitebacks | in the great

loud

of them but is noticeable

& Shepard. 1874.

They

by

This is equal to the best of its predecessors, Orig-

curing

These lectures are not new.

and the ballad ; funny and devotional ; mix

and d amic 1

Island.

16mo.

EAGLE

Sold

pose, have heen remarkable for the #kil) and interest which be has shown in his work. Not ove

Tae DEW OF YouTH, and other Lectures to
Young Men and Women,
Early Discipline
and Culture.
By the Rt. Rev.
Thomas M
Clark, D. D., LL.
Bishop of the Diocese of

Rhode

ON

820.

any living author who surpasses Dr. Newton,
His successive volumes, meant to serve this pur-

und the very atmosphere of the book is such that
one is chastened and lifted by even a cursory and

hymn

pp.

children, and make thé Bible a plain;
and precious book to them, we hardly

is the very perfection of art.

little ones;

York: Robert Carter &

Among the maby religious teachers’ who have
undertaken to deal especially with the wants of

volume is more than

sympathetic readers

16mo.

Publishers, &c. 1874. 16mo. pp. 429.

welcome ut just this time; its lessons are such
as few

New

Brothers. 1874.

{author of * The Wide Wide World.” Same

in the temple of a home where the graces of culture and the warmth of love are set off py the

made of my best monogramed nojetpapers: 4 the human system. We are truly fearfully
This was the beginning of sorrows.
and wondertully made.
There are three beds in the nursery.
All
rv
the pillows followed, as bags of flour, meal,
ete. I bought them all. It-was clean linAfter the Event.—A Fable.
————
en day, and the spotless, polished covers
were twisted at each end, to give a good:
A swallow’s
est fell from the eaves of a
hold. I was obliged to put my head within, farm-house, and fthe barn-yard poultry and
every.covery to see if théfgoods suited me. the hedge-birds gathered about the ruins,
Bobbie was none of your cheating trades- and went into committee on them.
“I
men.
|'knew it was going to fall—I felt sure it
Bobbie now «took a turn,” us old ‘people must the last time I went on the roof,”
say, and became religious. He requested chirped a sparrow.
me to mount a chair :‘and take a book of
“Stupid thing — building its nest up
Scriptural illustrations off the upper library there,” hissed a goose.
shelf.
"Now here is my opportunity,
“1 could have taught her how to ny eggs
thought I, to instructa little, so I reclined without getting them smashed, if she had
on the lounge. Bobbie lay down too, put only come to me,” quacked a duck.
his pretty little hot head on. my arm (the
“And I could have taught her how to
mercury stood at ninety in the shade), and
batch them—I have had to hatch yours,
I—explained ? Not at all; he explained to Neighbor Duck,” clucked a hen.
me. He certainly did it well, far surpass“Gobble, gobble,
gobble
— if people
ing most art critics—for Bobbie talked so choose to. be fools, they must take the conthat I could understand him, and théy don’t. sequences,” said a strutting turkey-cock,
His remarks on the picture of the Garden puffing out his feathers.
of Eden were very original. The Serpent
“My friends, you are very kind to take
was a ‘big ugly worm,” and he thought so much interest in my affairs,” twittered
Adam and Eve ‘ought to be ashamed, go- the poor swallow ; “but il’ you were so sure
ing out to walk without any’ clothes on.”
that my house was going to fall, isn’t it a
A second disappearance into the nursery. pity that you didn't teil me so ‘a ljttle soonI breathe easily for five minutes, when er —Good Things.
there

The

Wonders,” ete.

Lothrop & Co.
THE LITTLE CAMP

will find an add-

world, are set forth in this work in such a way
that they can hardly failto beget a subdued admiration and sir
a beautiful reverence,
Womanhood ap
Ss here, in the persons of these
personages, nig its crown in the sphere ot

Cultivate singing in the family. Begin
when the child is not yet three years old.
The songs and hymns your mother sang,
bring them all back to your memory, and

A venue,
ty ol f Fifth
¥1

same time

LEAVES FROM THE TREE OF LIFE.
By the Rev.
Richard Newton, D. D., author of * Bible

fragmentary reading. | These are rare records,
and most skillfully made, with a naturalness that

door, and I waited, indulging in ‘Great
Expectations ;” no room for my ‘‘theories”
yet, you see,
In staggered the young Ajax, with a huge
pillow on his back. “Want a bag of ‘tatoes P"
Yes, I wanted them. oy bought 20d paid |r And- the strongest of: all these evidences

ever had was the silk that Mrs, Largehead enpugh £6" pierce the heavens. I rush in,
gave me when she came from Philadelphia. expecting to find Bobbie dying; but he has
She bought it at Homer & Colloday's; it only taken ji iny oluntary seat in a pail of
eouldn’t have cost less than”—
“Mrs, Dobbs,” said I, interrupting
:
»

the

while

in healing.

or bribed by the promise of momentary" joy. The
book will have an eager reading,

peculiar. and attractive features that belong to
the besy homes of England, and make them stand
out as the choicest things of their kind in all the

John Gilpin’s ride was nothing to ours.

him, not in greenbacks, | but

buy them all, doubting if she could buy any of

off upon his ‘* winding way.”

‘stones in, and they

he said ;

and true enough, he was no more “ RobinRunaway.”

grocery, and there serenely fix his seat and

ed satisfaction in view

- Sing More,

bany.

while she | “Bobbie disappeared

tenderly rubbed the little bruised legs, and
cooled the cloth on his head in ice-water.
He shut his eyes softly, and his lip, quivered sorrowfully.

morning undress, he would go clattering
down the street, with many a backward
glance to see if any one was in pursuit,
and if not ignominously captured, he would
© “¢ bring up” at the steps of ‘the nearest

./

Robbie

in heat “than

sion by a discriminating intelligence and a conscience that refuses to be blinded by sophistries

noblest and

at the

throwing light upon his own

keep him
Bobbie is’ grave.” And anon ‘ the song my mether
four years old, and a bewitching, little, sang” springs unbidden to the lips, and
naughty boy. What better opportunity to soothes and sweetens all these memories.
At other times, amid the crushing mistry my theory ? I offered my services, and
haps of business, a merry ditty of the olden
behold the result.
I was to amuse Bobbie ; he preferred to time pops up its little head, breaks in upon
reverse the situation, and ainuse me. Per- the ugly train of thought, throws the mind
haps he, too, has theories in his little busy into another channel ; light breaks in from
behind the cloud in the sky, and a new
brain. Who knows?
First, I must take a “drive” with him. courage is given to us. The ‘honest man
goes singing {0 his work; and when. the |
Accordingly, two chairs were harnessed

him up just as one of the foremost oxen of that I had a friend livi ing behind “de door,”
run away so easily with such a little roly- | the drove had lifted his feet to trample him and must call on her. ' I found her ‘‘out,”
poly body. Before he was fairly dressed in the dust ; 4nd the boy had carried him which pleased me, as it usually does when
he'd give you the slip; for if your back downto the store, where, of course, he was I make ceremonious calls. ..
|
was turned a minute, the next question known, and speedily brought home, all
I took the liberty of sitting down to rest
was, ‘“ Where’s Robbie?” And if you
ginny and dusty, and pale and senseless,
after my fatiguing journey, but the ‘‘wind
saught him around the premises, all right; just as mamma was saying, ‘ How nicely changed,”
and a new project dawned upon
if not, a neighborhood search must follow. Robbie is amusing himself to-day! I .do Bobbie’s fertile little brain.
With his uncombed curls pinned up in a hope he is cured of running away !”
“Lets play store,” was the next edict.
ringlets

thing.—Both

frequent fellowship
kindred spirit,—the
the sister of Frederthe author could not

domestic life, and every reader

just ready to inflict the bastinado for my
disobedience.
Timely assistance! I welcome her footsteps as the British army welcomed the bagpipes at Lucknow.
!
I have no more ‘“‘theories.” I now look
upon a mother whose <hildren ever obey
her as a marvel.
Cousin Jenny says that *‘they talk about
Job, but if Job had been blessed with Bobbie for a son his story would never have
been told, for boils. are nothing compered
with boys.”
If you have a theory about children, try
‘“‘a day with Bobbie.—Christian Union.

your

the

fairly exhibit his wife without

‘enters just in time to see the last tableau.
Bobbie stands over me with a trunk-strap,

teach them to

representing

into somewhat intimate und
with two other women of
mother of Dean Stanley and
ick D. Maurice. Of course

Fire flashes

from the little Captain's eyes. Discipline
must be maintained, and Cousin Jenny

con-

©

d

bellion, and I won’t do this.

Hare, 8 woman

turns away from the voice of God.

did

pp.

and the domestic life'of Mrs.

the next instant we

he

irrigate and refresh;

more

the rhythm now and
a melody that make

purest-types of her sex; and we are also brought

tastes

shady tree by

‘* When

abounds

There is some true poetic

$0 many avenging ghosts, and I am ordered to tie them up, so that the * “latges won't
get moldy.” But there is a point of re-

the mental

batent

with : its

16mo.

some

admirable presentation of the pérsonal quadities,

ihe

he

very

carries the power to

like

They are now dragged up around me,

children would

horse
its

cattle saw him fall, and sprang and

little knot until mamma had time to make

1878.

tatier.

a

that one of the boys who were
ypu

Brothers,

odt-

Of
with

Afterward he was

———

Roberts

some patent method

play

cattles a-comin’ right betowards him"—he
just threw up his arms and fell back from
sheer fright and terror, and he knew nothing more; till, hours afterward, he opened
his eyes to find himself in mamma’s arms,
a cool linen cloth on his head, and mamma’s
tears dropping on his face.

“ Robin-Runaway.”

Dn:

terror, it was a cow.

afterwards,

The Fail yp Circle.

on

lowe re

tips of its horns coming up the street. So
now he stood transfixed with terror while
those horrid ‘Wonsters came on,—tramp,
tramp, tramp; hundreds of sharp, fiercelooking horns bristling in the air, and dust
rising all about them like thick smoke.
Poor child! he could no more mové than
if he had been turned to stone ! His sturdy
little legs were spread wide apart, and the
tumbled curls all blown back from his
white, scared face. All at once—or to tell
it as Jamie, his ** bigger” brother told it

‘When we feel her warm caresses,

and

|. < u1q do this way or that, according to | Youth—the old mill, the cool spring, the

an object that would always make him
scamper through the gate if he but saw the

Aught should know of sin or harm.

that

has ate
pet theory

Everybody

anything” Robbie p

body, and above all, its fearful

:

suit,

dreaded, and of which he stood in mortal
allowed ; but a cow,

-though

quite

A Day With ‘Bobbie.

and

amination.

was

there

no fear—would

fairy
fairy,

was,

off,

a great din and clatter, y

.

Trill her tiny baby-song.

ne

never

Presently she said:

“Well, Doctor, I don’t know

and,

All at once he heard a great noise behimd
him, and turning quickly, behold, a great
drove of cattle were careering down the

So doth she,in sportive pleasure,

That's just what

same time as though she wasn’t

Presently

anxious

have him hear such * talk.”

Yet unconscious of her charm,
That we tremble lest our Mary

“I

through it all, but™o doubt you are right,
for you are a great deal wiser fhan [ am.
And so we will go on that principle. I will
take the dollar that we do spend and you
shall have the dollar that we don’t spend,
which is, as you have showed, so much the
better of the two."—Vt. Chronicle.

was

dry

New York; and this time, too, the whip

man !” said Robbie, shaking his head,

Oft we hear our lovely Mary
Called a bonny, witching sprite ;
Oft we bless our household fairy
For her winsome presence bright.
Like a little birdié springing
trees—
: ’Mid the
/ leafy
J summer
A

ful, warbling
warbling
our graceful,

hope the little rogue 1s tired enough to take
a nap.—Not at all, We must now take RECORDS OF A QUIET LIFE. By Augustus J. C.
Hare, author of ** Walks in Rome,” ete. Revisanother drive. This time we must go to.
for American readers by William L. Gage.

1,

“Why, yes,” said Mrs. Dobbs;

the men, but very sure in his little heart
that mamma would be much grieved to

In and out the open doori;,

F or

I

vinced.

ward, for he

Little form so nimbly skipping

Wakes a love so deep

and

a man let a stone fall on his foot, and swore
a dreadful’ oath. ‘Oh, bad man! bad

getting up, he walked slowly

ini its source, and it rises to a high elgvation avd

his wet gar ments, put on, a

thought of that before.”
**And so,” said I, “of your dollar. You
«Mamma tay, ‘Robbie, tay in ‘ard;
mamma tay, ‘ Robbie,
be mamma's dood never spent a dollar in your life tht you
boy to-day,’ ” he kept saying to himself; didn’t feel at least a doubt as to whether
but then thought
naughty * Robin-Runa- you had spent it wisely. You wished you
way,” ** mamma dot tore finner—mamma had bought something else. But the wish
tant vip velly bad ;” and consoling himself was vain; you couldn't make a change;
with his mother’s misfortune, he limped on the dollar that you spent you can spend but
ouce, but the dollar that you don’t spend
as briskly us possible, and tried to ** makebelieve” lie:was enjoying himself first-rate. you can spend a bundred times, You can
Pausing a’ moment at the well-known buy a hundred things with it every time
store-stoop, ** Run
home, Robbie ! run you go out. If you are dissatisfied with any
| home right away! Chimney-sweep will get of your purchases, you can go back and beyou, run ! run!” cried his friend, the gro- gin all over. And £0,” I continued, *‘the
clapped his hands and dollar that you don’t spend does you a great
cery-man,
and
*¢ shooed” until Robbie actually scampered| deul more good than the dollar that you do
off, but not home; no, indeed, he wasn’t ‘spend ; and better than all, it brings with
it no regrets, no misgivings, even.”
ready for that yet.
Mrs. Dobbs looked as though she didn’t
Some men were working on the horse-'
car track, and he walked up and st down know just how to answer me, but at the

His mother’s voice may echo then

ood

bought

Literary Review.

iis not a hydropathist, so I take off

«

buy has no faults; you never are tired of it ;
it never grows old; never fades; never
wears out ; or if you want to change, how
easily the change is made !"

The alley-way was seldom Li
and was
quite rough and stony; so, Defore long,
down he-went and scraped his other leg,
{ which brought him to quite a serious halt,
| and sitting down to rub his bruises, some
sober thoughts stole through his little brain.

“ We hold each other hand in hand;

[The boat comes on, a minute more
i» Bhe’l] grate upon the beach.
And
Who rises now to spring on shore!
‘Who-waves his cap aloft? *Tis he.

said

1873.

~

“But,” said I, “‘the dress that you don’t

across his face, and started.

Perhaps a trace I yet may find
Of boyhood, in his look or tone;
A glance, an accent, to remind
Me still of hopeful visions gone.
His mother’s smile may greet me, when

ever,

Bobbie

5,

the
378. Sold by E. J. Lane.
flourishes around 1my devoted head in all
exquisite style Tupuaried Bits of Travel,
"The
‘authorship
of
this
volume
indicates
much
“Yes,” saig she, very promptly,
‘‘all of directions, and I feel myself fortunate to
to ong who has read such works as ¢* Guesses at
Vow. By Mrs. Carolm
Fairthem. I haven't a decent thing to my name. | arrive with eyes safe and a. bit of coiffure Truth,” &e. A fresh andjstrong thinker, a writ. HisfieldMARRIAGE
Corbin, author of
Rebecea, = Wor
There is my bombazine”—
left.
an's
Secret,”
ete.
Boston: Lee & Shepard.
er of equal grace and vigor, a man whose Social
1874. 16mo. p:Pp. 238. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
The mischief! he knows I am bewildered position was especially high in _Englishy life,
“Wait a moment,” I said, for I was morIt is with delicate things, in the form of affectally afraid to have her get up that topic; with hig pranks, and that he has the ‘*whip whose circle of intellectual associations was the
tions, that this book deals, but in the main it ear“and did you ever buy a dress, di
you hand” of me, as well as his wooden steeds. very choicest, and w ho at once honored the fam=- ries a steady hand and a high purpose, keeping
ily
to
which
he
belonged
and
the
Christian
minever have a dress any way, that you didn’t I am worse than bewildered by" this time,
free from hazardous experiments and holding a
have some misgivings over; that you didn't I am exhausted: ~This-**effervescence of an- istryto which his labors were dedicated, he has true aim. Tt secks to bring out the real and
made a mark upon the thinking mind ot both
see some defects in, that you didn’t rather imal spirits,” dsfopd mammas phrase it, is hemispheres, and left a most grateful impression practical truth, as it belongs to the sphere of affection and of social and domestic duty, putting
wish you had bought the other ?”
too much for me, and I recline on the upon many hearts.
the lax theories of certain modern teachers un“I believe you are right,” she said, lounge again.
In this volume,which has heen most judicious:
thoughtfully.
Those fatal pillows—¢ bags,” T "mean. ly revised by the American editor, we have an der ban, and seeking to regulate the great pas-

reached the top, slid easily down the other
side, ‘squeezed himself through the narrow

Tt is not thut with rising tears

N

ever

Tilly»

than

NOVEMBER

best

“all the dresses
have worn out, haven't

. “Mrs. Dobbs,”

severing little Robbie toiled; and, fhoug
the coal tumbled and rattled fois ly, no
So he
one seemed to be within hearing.

My watchful eyes are weak and dim,

=

She was more puzzled
was forced to explain.

of a

My wandering boy again fo me,
The sturdy rowers lend her wings,
And now each sunburnt face I see.
Among them all T mark not him!

every, way the

dress is the one that you don't have.”

it was the gate, open just a little mite

She nears the land, thé boat that brings

: The

coal,

or

wood

| to throw in

STAR.

»
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Ro

expect no higher pleasure from their feeding than the sensation of being full. They
marry because the church directs that they
shall not cohabit without marriage, Their
moral sensibilities are of the lowest, and
the powers of their souls have been reduc-

Literary Miscellany.
. The, Habit of Siving.
wn

il) On

ed

Potty economies are generally disagreeable to those who have to practice them,
and thdy always require much selt-control;

still they are the only means hy which

as

of brate

nearly

the worst kind; and

instinct, They

things.

are to be pitied,

So much

in general an lay up a provision against
sicknessor old age. Liberal expenditures
and a princely style of doing business con-

all—men,

women, and

and

it went

on

unchecked

It
the

that,

were

it is that

we

through

to’ the sea.

sub-

And thus

see that it works to give us

érly‘* and latter rain.’It works to send
know something before they can tell it, 50d; the
the rills and streams, like lines of silver,
that the true way to tell it is not in stilte
the mountains and across the plain.
phrase far removed from the vocabulary of down
It works to pour down the large brooks

work to supply the commonest, coarsest
necessities of existence. [I have seen, often
enough, women engaged in the most me-

UNPARALLELED

salaries, there is positively no

the rule

that a penny

saved

cattle, with their little ones swathed fo a
stout cloth and bound to their shoulders or
their breasts,
I have seen four women
yoked like mules to a plow, and a man
complacently holding the same. In the
streets of Vienna it Is not an uncommon
Ming to see a woman and a dog “harnessed
side by side to a cart. The hod-bearers are

exception to

is a penny

women,

earned, Indeed, in some instances it is
more, since time, that has a money value,

women,

and be clothed with the best that the

or

descent,

who

are

rapidly

accumulating fortunes by
their exceptional
frugality: There is
rtain justification
for our

Austria yndevstand just what'd have said.
So great is the power
of the priests and so

iberality of expenditure, even upon

economical principles, for it has been

defi-

nitely ascertained that the better the workman is fed, clothed

and

housed,

the

more

productive he becomes as a mere machine.
Aud so it happens that the pauper labor of
Europe, the generally-alleged excuse for a
high tariff policy in this country, does not
produce satisfactory economic
results.
our machine, even if man is only regarded in the light of a [reducing agency, must
be kept in good order, otherwise its prod- |
ucts are meager. There is no economy
in depriving ourselves of an abundant supply of nourishing food, decent raiment and
healthful shelter; but this affords no excuse for the prevalent sin: of waste, nor
does it justify spending hard-won wages

a

cating habits

of economy is to

begin

has

prowling

infected

one

the places of common

resort, and

Se

set

come

which

icebergs

enormous

suggest interregious as yet

will, be understood
This
unexplored.
when it is remembered that all the larger
and loftier icebergs have in reality had their
Vast masses of
glaciers.
origin in vast
sea.

open

the

in

indeed,

ice are formed,

Each winter the seas which have been
open during the summer months (December, January, February) are covered over
with ice of enormous thickness, and when
summer returns the ice-fields thus formed
borne

and the: fragments,

up,

ave broken

us a good example in this watter.
Without Government influence, and mainly
through the instrumentality of the school

against each other during storms, become
piled into gigantic masses, But the agglom-

masters and school mistresses”of

that

city,

be, are far exceeded m magnitude by the
true icebergs. ‘‘Among the drifting masses of flat sea-ice,” -says Tyndall, *‘vaster

teachers, who deposit for them;

and

13,-

five-sevenths of the children who attend the
schools have become savings-bank depositors. They bring their centimes to their

erations

(32 of the attendants upon the schools are
thus practicing frugality. Out of 7,989
boys and girls in the primary schools,
the

savings-bank accounts,

7,583 have

ag-

gregate sum deposited by them, according
to a paper read before the British Associ-

ation by J. G. Fitz,

being

274,602

masses

In the infant schools’ (the habit
are’ depositors

of 66,523

of whom

francs.

1,920

In

the

primary

schools

for

and

women,

are

depositors

to

the

the

‘Amount of 96,252 francs; thus over $100,-s

Fo

These are the icebergs
They rise sometimes to
above

of feet

the

water, while the hight of ice submerged is
about seven .times that seen above.”

classes who pay for instruction, there are
1,079 scholars, 610 of whom deposit 22,687
franas; andin the schools for adults, held
evenings and Sundays, out of 3,285 men
.2,880

they

a totally

spring from

which

an elevation of hundreds

francs.

of saving

sail,

though

vast

formed,

thus

different source.
of the polar seas.

begins thus early) thgre are 8,039 children,

t:

devil

from out the antarctic seas
esting conlusions respecting

gifis of nature are being very lavishly
drawn upott, and our suecessors are likely
to live under narrower conditions than we
Belgium,

of a personal

#

. necessity for economy in the next generation than in this, since now the bounteous

The city of Ghent,

enter

The

the children, and aceustom them to seltcontrol and self-denial by saving a portion
of their pocket money, or the earnings of
odd minutes, There will be even a greater

do.

The old-fashioned su-

Antarctic Icebergs.

with

to

do

safe.

porting notions of

the

worst

this

here.

kinds,

while

We

are im-

we reject their habits of street dress. Reason about it as one may, a man can not
long retain the highest respect for women
who seem to be forever putting themselves
“on exhibition.” The mothers who do it

will'be followed by: the daughters, and if
the schools join in the work, how long will

equal to ten cents a line, to insure an

Brevity is specially important.

single square can well be afforded

obituary.

of English

«What is their origin ?" he proceeds,speak-

ing of those met with in the northern seas.
«The Arctic glaciers. From the mountains
the

in the interior

snows

slide

downwards.

But

indurated

into the valleys and fill them with ice.
The glaciers: thus formed move like the
Swiss

ones,

incessantly

the Arctic glaciers reach the sca and enter
it, often plowing up its bottom into subUndermined by the
marine moraines.
waves, and unable to resist

posedby their

own

the

weight,

stram

they

masses

into

im-

break
the

with the holes

immense

made

18 years and 9 months.

those

quantities

destructive

of the

furmer’s

produce, and the deer drive laborers from
the land. A member of Parliament recently described hares-and rabbits as ‘‘British
lions” which ‘have committed ten times as
much ravage and desolation as the tigers of
Bengal;” and he quoted a letter from a
farmer which said that *‘the only difference
between game-preserving landlords and
highwaymen is that the landlords have had
the making of the laws.” The railway carriages in Dorset were filled with the redcoated gentry going off to their ‘sport,”
and many a poor creature must have found
the sparkling days gloomy enough. In this
year's Royal Academy exhibition
that powerful artist, V. C.. Prinsep,

(1871)
has a

large painting of the Norse god Odin trampof Northern

ing over the waste

snow,

at-

tended by his raven. The picture was suggested by the lines of Morris's Lovers of

JOM.

OTHO, youngest son of Levi and Sarah A.
Cowell, died in West Lebanon, Sept. 22d, 1873,
aged 18
years and 6 months.
The deceased

;

.

and

remembers

that,

as

the

suffer, to say nothing of the

wretched

and

atbractive.

They

fill themselves

toil ‘only that they

may

withthe coarsest food, and
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Fall Term

CHICAGO

begins
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. 29, and ends Nov. 14, 1873.
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¥

+
EXPENSES.
Tuition and incidentald, in advance, a $7.00
Room rent, per te
m
2.00 % 4.00
Board, per w
private families,
3.00
i
$686
clubs, about
2.00

and

EXTRA CHARGES.
Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,

st: 28, 1873.
| Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins Au;
Winter Term of 13 WOpES, begins
December 2, 1873.
Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 13, 1874.

SEMINARY:

CENTER,

VT.

Faculty:
Miss M.

E. Prentiss, Assistant,

Abbie Lyon.

!

50

Latin and Greek, extra,.
French, extra,cceeces..
Imstrumental Music,.....

1.00
2.00
1000

Use of Piano and Organ,
Board coevenniraraninanien

-

-

Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in

families;

m

clubs

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

2.50
2.2

.

-

-

-

-

-

.

Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,
Lo"
a
<
Penmanship, 15 Lessons,
aa-Clergymen’s'children and students relying on
their own exertions for an education, received at re:
duced tuition.

Taition:

English,

-

-

French (extra), .
Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),

Calendar:
FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 2, 1873.
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens Dec. 2, 1873.
SPRING TERM, 12 weeks. Opens Feb. 25, 1874.

Common

TUITION :
“ie.
.

Primary Studies,
Common English,
Higher English,
Latin and Greek,

G.T. Swasey, L. A. Butterfield, E. C. Smith, Miss

at

LOCATION:

InPen-Drawing,
Penmanship,
Book-Keeping,
Penciling, Crayoning, Pastel,” Wax
in
struction

The new, commodious

building,

ample

in

its ar-

rangements, recently erected for the use of the
, School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village
of Lyndon Center, and is in the midst of the uniELocation.
versally admired full sceneryof Vermont. The LynThe Building, one of the finest in the State, is ro- donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
situated amidst the highest mountains ten minutes walk trom the Institution. It is thus
mantically
easily accessible from all parts of the country, and
and grandest scenery of Vermont.
at the same time removed
from the activities and
Theology.
temptations which tend to divert the attention and
A special effort will be made, by the Principal, to corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
ospel
For further particulars, address the Principal at
repare those students who may have the
Ministry in view, by furnishing them every assistance Lyndon Center, or I. W. SANBORN, Secretary, at
;
mn his power towards the prosecution of theological Lyndonville.
31
studies.
5
or tub
Bal
yndon Center. Vt.. 1873.
plrticulars, addréds fife Principal at
For further
"38tf
.
Waterbury 4hCenter, Vermont. .
NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL. .
0 LL SUMING SA
CARERAL:

Flowers, &c., each extra.

WHITESTOWN

SEMINARY.

The 32d Acadgmical year
commence

Dec.

of

L.G. JORDAN, A.M., Principal, with three Assist

this institution

ants.

will

facilities of a first-class in-

the

and

stitution are furnished to both sexes, at moderate
;
rates. Send for Catalogue.
J. S. GARDNER, Principal.

NORTHWOOD

..

0

Whitestown, N. Y., June 4, 1873.

SEMINARY.

sear . |

WEST VIRGINIA COLLEGE;
FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO:, WEST VIRGINIA.

French and Music extra.

This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages. For particular nformation,

can be obtained at reasonable

Rooms

and

Board
rates.

For further particulars address the Principal,

E. 8. TASKER; Secretary.
Northwood, N. H., Aug. 10, 1873.
AUSTIN

can

Rooms

or

LAPHAM

GEORGE

NEW

North

7

on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, of

A. M., Principal, with eight
A. B. MESERYEY,
associates,
§
Four terms of
Six regular courses for both sexes.
ten weeks eath.

Fall Term

begins

Vacation one week.
begins Monday Feb. 2, 1874.
closes Friday, April 10, 1874.
Vacation two weeks.
summer Term begins'Monday, April 27, 1874.
Summer Term closes Thursday,
July, 1874.
For further particulars, apply to the: Principal, or
E. C, LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.

New Hampton, N, H., July 22, 1874.

:

G. W. FLINT, A. B,, Principal.
Miss SARAH C. GILMAN, Assistant.
MRrs. M. E.
FLINT, Teacher of Instrumental

Music.

I. G. N. FISK, Teacher of Vocal Music.
in

this

schcol

embraces

everything necessary to fit one for college or a prac.
:
tical business life.

book.

Price, in cloth, only

Postage extra; on

o morals, common to large villages and cities.
The Zrosent management take great pleasure in

presenting the Corps of Teachers to the attention of
guardians and the public, as eminently
parents and
gualified to fit scholars for every honorable position
TERMS:

Common
Middle

Higher

English,
..

“

+ Languages,

-

+

-

wets

-

*

.

.

Lamm

$3.00

per week.

<

8450
5.00
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ELIHU HAYES, Secretary.
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This little volume should be in every Freewill Baptist home, and would not fail to have a good influence
apon the readers of our Sabbath School Libranes.
A liberal discount to the trade and to canvassers. .
Send your orders to the STAR OFFICE, Dover, N. H
<

ou
cently
a nw

In answer to many calls, and to mee
what we think a real want, we have republished
bs
in very nea
de iotied NEW
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For beauty of scenery, healthfulness and comfort,

this location is upgurpassed, It is free from those
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IN GEOLOGY:

1atter 2 cents

The FALL TERM of this Institution commenced
Tuesday, August 19, 1873, and continue eleven weeks,
under the instruction of

studies

Or-

CHRISTIAN
BAPTISW
‘This little book has been revised by the autnox;uds
been clothed in #n entirely new dress, and
presents
a very comely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family.
Let every pastor and church-mem
ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
16 cts.
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TREATISE.

o
INSTITUTION.

HAMPTON

Scituate, R. L., July 10, 1873.

The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference, can now be had

C. PEAVEY, President.

WARREN
FOSS, Searetary.
3wi3l
Center Strafford, N. H., July 17, 1573.

ENSTITUTE.

eommenced on
The FALL TERY, of 14 weeks,
Wednesday, Aug. 20, 1873.
Complete courses of study for both sexes.
G. H. RICKER, Prin.

to board

wishing

for those

REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

’

ACADEMY,
CENTER STRAFFORD, N. H.
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send for a Circular to

The Fall Term of ten weeks will commence Tuesday, Aug. 19, 1873, under the instructions of MR.
OTIS T. MAXFIELD
and a member of the senior
class of Bates College.
Tuition $3.50 to $5.00.
Board $2.50 to $3.50.
themselves.

i

The special work of this sehool is to fit students for
College, and it. is open for both sexes. The school
bemg composed of only one department, a thoroughness mm doing their work is secured from bothteachpupils, which is not ordinarily found in
ers and
schools where so many kinds of work are done. The
students are faithtully drilled in Latin and Greek,
Ancient Geography, Ancient History, Algebra and
Special attention is given to reading,
Geometry.
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin
scanning, &c. The location of the school so
the College and Theological School, affords adyantages of association with students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
A.M. JONES, Sec.
are invaluable.

8th.

The ealargoment is fully completed, at an expense

of over $350,000;

and

123 DEARBORN Street,

COLLEGE.

CALENDAR

Spring Term begins
. 10, and ends May 29, 1874.
ner Term
begins\June 2, and ends Aug. 21,

Rev. R. H. Tozer, A. M., Principal.
Mrs. E. C. Smith, Principal Ladies” Department.

Mrs. J. F. Smith, late of Great Falls, died in
West Jamaica, Vermont; Oct. 13, aged 2 years
The bud of promise, Just beginand 7 months,
ping to unfold its leaves of intelngence and
transplanted to
hands have
affection, angel
bloom amid the ever-enduring splendors of the
+ paradise of God.”

A5Lf

Wis.,

$10.00
Ten Professors and Instructors. Not'sectarian,but
Use of Instrument for practice,
per term, 1.00
|
thoroughly Christian.
Vocal Music, twenty lessons,
1.50
Location can not be surpassed in healthfulness,
Penmanship, fifteen lessons,
1.50
beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
Rooms for self-boaxrding may be had at reasonable
Expenses only $175 for College year of 40 weeks
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
including Tuition, Boarding, Washing, Rent, Fue
term, paying from such time tb the close of the term
and use of heavier Furniture:
%
at dhe regular rates. Ni
or Catalogue apply to
Q
For Catalogue or further information, address the
WM. REED, Sec. & Treas.
President, Rev. J. CALDER, D.D., or tife Preceptress,
Ridgeville, Ind., July 18, 1373.
Miss JANE W. Hoyr, A. M., Agricultural College
P. O., Center Co., Pa.
The Spring Session of the above mstitution, located LYNDON LITERARY INSTITUTION.
near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
LYNDON CENTER, VT.
pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hunFaculty :.
dred students are upon the roll, and others have sigJ.S. BROWN, A. B., Principal.
nified their intention to enter. Professors Collier
Miss Lizzie CALLEY, Precepiress.
and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all forMiss MARY.C. BRADFORD, Associate.
merly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this instiMiss MARY E. MOREY, Music.
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.
tution, and are much encouraged by the results already achieved.
:
1v48
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The location of this institution at Evansville,

—

MARY G., relict of the late Jonathan Jones,
died of consumption of the liver in Canaan, N.
H., at the residence of her son, Rev. N. Jones,
80 years. She made a profession of religaged
ion 5b years ago, was baptizéd by Rev. Wm.
Dodge and united with the Freewill Baptist
Her house was the ministers’
church in W.
home, and she manifested a deep interest in the
welfare of her denomination while life continyears and
Her husband wus sick many
ued.
she did much to support and encourage her. family of seven children, and inspired them with
courage to brave the ills of life, and stand up as
useful members of society and honored citizens,
wherever their lot mightbe cast. She leaves 4
children 2nd a large circle of friends, who mourn
and are comforted that * she was not afraid to
.
die.”
and
N.
“Rev.
of
daughter
Lizzie ARDELL,
Mary A. Jones, died of typhoid fever, Oct. 13,

12 years and 11 months.

AY

EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.{08

&c.

AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC

LAURA .R., daughter of David B. Winkley,
died very suddenly in Berwick, Me., Oct. 7, aged
She was in many re10 years and 6 months.
much
spects a remarkable child, manifesting
more than usual love for the house and people
Her parents, though deeply afilicted,
of God.
feel not to repine, for she is where, pain and
J. N.
sickness never enter.

aged

at

C, A. FARWELL, Secretary.

is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich, proSuetive, Jurming SousEyy The villagunt,
apifville

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
i OF PENNSYLVANIA. 1,

relatives.

mals. If Mr. Darwin's industry in tracing
the human family tree to its roots in these
in one
four-footed creatures is distressing
way, perhaps we shall find some day a compensation from his theory in its suggestion
to our sportsmen that they are hunting their
ancestors! Whether the family pride of
the deer will feel wounded by the attempt
to connect them ith the two-footed species
which finds its chief pleasure in persecuting and lacerating thew, I do. not pretend
to say; but surely no keener satire has ever
been uttered by a class of men upon itself
than when the country gentlemen Fecently

:

:

Catalogues sent to inquirers.

peace. ghe leaves to mourn seven children, one
sister, besides grand-children and many other

ani-

Rs

particulars, address the Secretary,
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wild

For further

Pittsfield, Maine.

COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE,
WiLtoN, Iowa.
Commences its Fall Term September 2, 1872.

and remained a worthy member until a few
years since, when she removed her standing to

Huntsman, he has given to the Teutonic
and Anglo-Saxon races those sports which
were once serious and necessary pursuits,
what *‘tales of woe and wrong” must his
raven whisper in his ear! Surely the old
god would put up his spear and let it rast
atthe thought of what toiling Saxon men

r ofof French.
|
'

Penmanship will be taught by an’ experienced
Teacher,
No deduction for less than half a term, e:
account of sickness.
Half terms commence #% the
beginning and middle of the term,
;
e price of board, in clubs, varies from $1.60 to
$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s are formed. ~
ams and board in private families at reasonable

WILTON

MEHITABLE, widow of Joseph
Weymouth
died in No: Berwick, Me., Sept. 8, 1873, aged 84
years and 9 months. She experienced religion
when quite young, and was baptized by Rev.
Samuel Burbank und became a member of 'the
Second church in N, Berwick at its organization,

There is a‘weird sadness on the great dark
face of hiin; but if.in the grounds around
Walhalla Odin still continues to bunt the

Miss PINDAE A VICKERY, Teacher
e

Miss ELLA ©. HURD, Teacher of Mosio,

habitants, having no liquors or Dillard Of fia in
The school enters upon its fifth year with in
( facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of
the school, recently entérea into a contract with the
Trustees to conduct it for five years to come, thus
giving permanency.
;
@
CALENDAR:
BOSTON, MASS,
FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.
Course of Study, Commercial and Common EnWINTER TERM opens ‘Dec. 9,—ends March 6, 1874.
lish branches.
Students received at any time when
SPRING TERM opens March 2, 1874,~—ends June 12.
here are vacancies. Catalogue and Report for 1873,
For tucther particulars, address,
°
furnished on application.
Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A.M,, Principal.
Office 554 Washington Street. Boston , Mass.
3:
H. E, HIBBARD, Principal.

at the early age of 14 years gave his heart to
Jesus.
Bat disease soon after
fastened its fatal
grasp upon the system and kept him from his
school iriviieges which he had so much enjoyed. All means used by his devoted parents
fuiled to restorehealth.
Death had marked im
for its victim, and would not be stayed. Yet
with patience he bore all his pains and suffering. Otho was a young man of much promise,
being a fine scholar and possessing a modest and
amiable disposition,
ever regarding the desires
and wishes of his parents in preference to his
own, thus endearing himself to his fond parents,
strong
brother and sisters. He also woa many
river-side,
Slowly be came down to the
friends.
leaning on the ‘arm of the Saviour, and quietly
assed over, where sickness, pain and death are
elt and feared no more: May the friends who
deeply feel their loss be sustained by God’s rich
grace, and finally all meet in heaven.
:
. W.T.SMITH.

“As slow-paced, weary-faced he went along,
Anxious with all the tales of woe and wrong,
His raven’s thought and meinory bring to him.”

boar,

The subject of this no-

candid,

2k

CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Associate Principal.
Miss R. ANNIE
DR
, Teacher of German and
'
ath
C8.
:
Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Teacherin Normal De-

had

Ditson & Co.,

Apr

| Bryant and Stratton College,

tice was converted at the age of 10 years; baptized and joined the Free Baptist church at the
age of 13. His funeral exercises consisted of
short addresses by the
pastors of the several
churches of the city, and
by the professors of
the college, and the physician, and of the delivery by his father, of messages, dictated by the
deceased, for the church and congregation, and
kind attendants during his illness.
An extended
notice of his death appears in another eolugiee,

Ee)

by

any single

Verses areinadmissible.

GEORGE P., son of Rev. O. E, Baker, of Wilton, Iowa, died of quick consumption on the
morning of Oct, 2, after six months’ illness, aged
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Fall term commences Ang. 21, 1873.
Winter term commences
Nov, 6, 1873.

This
great Church Music Book by L. O. EMERSON
and H.
R. Palmer has double the merit, and is likely
to have double the rale of common
books by one
composer. The works
of either gentleman have sold
by
the
Hundred Thousand, and the STANDARD
will continue to be ealled for until every Choir,
yp
Class, and Convention are supplied. Price,

Persons wislung obits

uaries published in the, Morning

be the reign of the boasted gallantry of
Americans for women as women?—M. B.

with contagion, they

as

fair

criterion of the savings of our laboring
clagses:
Av
The only absolutely certain way of incul-

safe

be

little animals which England refuses to call
vermin, but which the farmers know to be
such. Not that burrowing the ground is
the chief evil resulting frown the over-preservation of game; the hares and rabbits de-

to

banks, where the rate of interest amounts
in some instances to seven per cent. Even
six per cent. yields a larger revenue than
can be obtained upon investments upon
bond and mortgage in New York city after
taxes are deducted. Therefore the large

has been

But it will not long

about to buy men’s souls is kept up.
Cases
have come to my knowledge where men
have failed to pay the demands of the

been practiced.

his condition is most pitiable, until he has
paid a large sum to the offended priests to
secure. exorcism of -the evil spirit which he
knows he does not possess. . The dues must
be paid ta. the church, the taxes to the state,
and the peasant must live as he may,
SY

become a large depositor in, those institutions, especially in some of the country

not

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

Another thing sadly marred my -enjoyment of the Dorset landscape—namely, the
fact that I was there in the hunting and
shooting season. Several.of the farms by
which I passed were literally honeycombed

has

him.

should

country, it

unusual offering, and not one among the :+.
simple-minded congregation has an idea
that a trick known to every
pyrotechnist

refuse to do him any offices, the children
run from him in the streets, he is forbidden

be remembered that the petty eapitalist has

are

the girls have

“finished their education,” and what is the

take advantage of the occasion to extort an

church, and have been pointed out by the
priests as meg who had sold themselves to
Satan and were unfit to be trusted. No
deeper misfortune can befall an Austrian
His neighbors shun
peasant than this.

fo]

auiounts in our institutions

deep the superstition of the people that the
merest tricks are imposed as real miracles.
On an Easter morning during the celebration of the miass in one of the little towns
of Upper Austria, the dim flame of the
sanctuary. lamp suddenly
bursts into a
bright light, just as the Host is elevated,
and apparently without human intetvention. * The greatest excitement prevails.
‘People go down on their faces, and cry:
“ A miracle!
A miracle! . The priests

perstition

upon expensive delicacies, unnecessarily
large habitations, or costly trifles. There is
far too slavish a subserviency to fashion
among al! classes,
Economy iu this respect
would not save money, but tend to create a much-needed independence, both in
dress and our whole manner of life.
If the large deposits in our savings-banks
are cited to show that the habit of saving in
this country needs little stimulus, it

in-

an easier existence,
when a priest stands by dress as they do ; and they heed it not. Nay,
and declares that he can, by virtue of his I have known young women of the best
holy office, insure immunity from punish- blood, and high culture, too, who purposement in the ‘world to come? I say this ly and avowedly dressed and acted so as to
boldly, for, whatever the church of Rome attract attention on the street,
The excuse may be made that, owing th
may teach on this subject, I know that the
priests of Austria teach, and the people of the high Fegan) for women prevalent in this

market affords,
Hard work deserves fat
living, is the national maxim, and almost
the only unbelievers in it are the strangers
within our gates, especially those of Gerorigin

when

tender

Furnishes College,
and Ladies’
8.

jot

Mazurkas, &c., and is to-day the most popular music
book in America over 20,000 copies having been
gold in 10 months. Price, $2.50; in Cloth, $3.
GREAT SALE OF

Obituaries.

go on,

the culminating

oint of every school term, from

ancy up to the timé

There is but one gate out of this

Let this

taught at home and made

bondage, and over thatis written prostitu- result? Education for extravagance finishtion. Who dares blame the thousands of ed, and, alas! an end made of the modesty
young women in’ the humbler stations of which should characterize a trie woman,
Austrian life for having chosen this gate to Tell them none but European prostitutes.

economy to an extent unheard of in more
frugal countries, and we must always eat,

man

the

hewers of wood and drawers of water are

is also wasted in unprofitable expenditure
and health imperiled. °
Wastefulness characterizes our domestic

drink

the street-sweepers.are women,

which turn the wheels that energize the
never find out their mistake and the church machinery which gives employment to millions,~—commerce
stimulated
and wealth
suffers in consequence.
As regards the girls, they learn to dress ijocutirylated; and intelligence disseminated
hrough the agency of this wealth. The
for the publid;-as well as to speak in public.
I see every day, little misses not more than leaf does it all,
ten years of age as conscious of dressing for

exhibitionas an actress.

PITTSFIELD, ME,

GEMS OF STRAUSS,
which contains literally the gems of Strauss’ Waltzes,

stitute, in exceptional cases only, the road
to success.
More money is sometimes nial occupations of agriculture, such as the their hearers, but in plain, homely language
made by spending than by saving, since a spreading. of manure and the herding of that a child could comprehend. Some
good credit is thereby
established, which
takes the place of capital, and permits an
otherwise impossible extension of business.
But these instances are rare, and unless unusual ability and vigilance are employed,
adventurous spirits come to grief. Amon
the large classes that live upon wages an

MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.

.

ot

NO MUSICAL HOME COMPLETE WITHO
11, for it contains over 200 selections of the mo
pobulay music of the day, well arranged for the
ed, Parlor, or Pipe
Organ. Contains everything
which is so-called “ popular "—melodies of the day,
marches, waltzes, voluntaries, variations, transcriptions of
the best sacred airs,
s of Handel, Mozart, Schumann, &c.; in fact,
the best of all music
from Beethoven’s Adagios to Strauss’ Danube Waltz.
FIRST edition sold in 2 weeks after publication, and
FOURTH now ready! Price, $2.50
; 83 Cloth.

it not for the leaf, would sink into the earth
terranean chainels,

Co.

Organ Lo

“ The Organ at Home.”

tree, and sends it into the atmosphere in the
form of unseen mist, to be condensed
and

fall in showers; the very water

of Ditson&

lection of

pumps water from the ground, through
thousands of tubes into the stem of the

and find its way, perchance,

through college. . It is no eagy task to ma
such students feel that in so serious and
earnest a matter as religion, they must

little children—must

Immense Success

‘What the Leaf Does.

of them

Their public performances hither-

school-house,

is taken from each Jaborer’s earnings to support the government and the churgh that

men

some

to have generally been discourses about
things far beyond their comprehension, and
in language above their common style of
conversation. The mistake began in the

as possible {0 a mere matter

fet, blamed, for their condition.

whén

enter the theological seminary, the first task
is to make them, if
possible, unlearn several

2223833232
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pew Sanani

THE

\

They will be sold at cost to those

who order them for this purpose.

Price—#4 Pek 3000;

30 ots. per 100; 7 ote, per dozen, Send orders to

I

Dy STEWART,

DOyaR,
N, He
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News

i

Hl

ISCELLANEOUS.

|
i

ie

ie

There is a * den of wild
near Raleigh, N. C., and the

|
'

is no

fever

The yelion
Memphis.

in

write.

cial circles.
A destructive fire occurred in New

a

at Cincinnati, Tuesday, causing

Ohio River
of $20,~

ing to see the
locomotive to
a train on the
{ake of itself,

Baltimore’s

A building in Fall River, Mass., was blown
down Monday, killing one man and seriously
wounding another.

Advices from Kidder, forty-two miles east of
St. Joseph, Mo., on the St. Joseph railroad,

state that two strange men were found frozen to
on the prairie near that town on Monday.
death
wight.

guilty a#San Francisco, on seven counts for inflicting cruel and unusual punishment on seamen

York.

Fis bail

though

dissatis.

was raised to $25,000.

Miss

Sing,

Saturday.
Reports from the shore of Lake Huron, in the

that thirteen bodies
It is said that a large

Chickering.

late

Col.

others

Thomas

Mr. John E. Fuller, a boot and shoe dealer on
Meridian street, East Boston, jhas lost during the
past week, his whole family, consisting of wife
and two children, by that dreadful scourge, diphtheria. The youngest child died first, then the
mother; and while the husband and friends of
the deceased were away at Deerfield burying
them, the eldest and
only remaining
child

has appro-

priated $50,000 for the relief of Memphis.

A conflict. between

Postmaster Creswell is trying to
sending a mail every day to Europe.

Missouri

year, the

fourth of its existence.
Cyrus Wakefield, the well-known Boston importer of the East India goods, died last week.
Sprague paperto the amount of $47,500 was
protested in Providence, Friday. The Governor's

commission bas presented a statement of the
Cranstoh savings-bank,showing that it has a very
- large amount of Sprague paper
another.
W

of une

sort and

There were only 111 deaths last week in

Bos-

ton.

The result of the investigation

of the Tilton-

Beecher slander case by the Plymouth church
committee is the dropping of Mr: Tilton’s name

rom the church rolls.
The committee
appointed
by the banks of
Providence,R. I., to examine the affairs of the

fipragues, reported at the noon meeting on Saturday. They find that they can nbt recommend
the banks to loan

the

million

dollars

asked for,

but propose that the property be mortgaged to
three trustees for the benefit of the creditors.
The steamboats Jessie Hoyt, Plymouth Rock
and Fall River, lying in Newport, R. I., were
attached for debt on Saturday, at the suit of
George Hudson and Robert Hudson, and also at
. the suit of Jay Gould in behalf of

the Narragan-

ber, if possible.

Mr. Coxwell, the celebrated aeronaut;has been
making a series of balloon ascents’to a hight of
10,000 feet from London, to investigate the supposed westerly current.
He is not yet certain
about it. .
against

some tobacconists resitling in the Rue de la Madeleine, Lyons, for exposing for sale several
pipes preserting in relief a representation of the

with

the Phrygian

cap,

;

To

ascertain

‘seems

take

Ifit is a movable-comb hive it may be examined
on a warm day.
I forgot to say that it is well
tobe protected with u veil over the face, and
gathered around the throat, and use a little
smoke to keep the bees quiet; lift out the combs,
and examine one by one; the bees will be a little more scattered on the combs than when cooler. One point more can be ascertained with
movable combs; that is, if a queen is present;
all thrifty hives should now have brood in stages,
from the egg to the mature bee; the brood world

Bread

their movements.
By
all is healthy, anything
detected. Better look
nothing; than fuil to
menced., Bees can be

observing! closely. when
wrong is more readily
at them fifty times for
see a mischief just commoved in summer when

being

hived, can

every

duy;

study

‘their

habits

be moved

and

Try
pets

disposi-

book, to

tion in health and disease, and means of pacify-

son, Texas, and on

contain may pieces in Gipsey

ing them, until it is easy to go into their very
midst without a supreme dread of stings. If they
are in the box-hive, it will be necessary to transferto the movable frames, without any dread
of stings to interfere.
Get everything in readi-

the

Central

mail station

in

citizens

of the

negroes formerly held by them as slaves.
The public debt

statement

for

Qctober shows

an increase of $3,089,678.45 for the month.
FOREIGN.
her

condi-

tion is such as to cause alarm.
A despatch from Fort Erie, Ont., says the last
span of the great international railway bridge
i was successfully placed at noon, Thursday.
Rome is thireatened with an inundition by the
_ rising of the Tiber.

, Sic William Bovill, Lord Chief Justios of the
English court of common pleas, is déad.

The French Cabinet has resolved fo support
to

prolong

President

McMahon’s

term, and the right has agreed on the same
course, the Orleans princes having dnhiféd ina

vataaner

ofthe that they will not accept the

of the kingdom.

way of
Gipsies,
count of
by them,

English

Gipsy Language.”

{illustrative

.

the author of anfAribic dictiontry. - Most of his

| M88. ‘were saved, except the notes which (he
on the
© Sheikh igs been for many years collecting,

pelciples of Arable and nish rhetoric.

It will

of the

sy life in England.
free passage

Zealand, or any of the colo-

ness now; think what is needed,
hand, just as if it were
scribe the

All three are to be well provided for.

and he had been connected with the observatory
of Florence for more than twenty years. He was
at the time of his death busy in building a new

observatory on the spot frequented by Galileo at
Florénce, which was to be furnished with
most perfect”instruments
modern science

the
has

produced.
The Ttalian papers say that peddlers in Catholic districts are selling bits of straw, alleging
them to have been taken from a dungeon in
Rome where the Pope is confined by the Ttalian

|

Santa Anna, it is réported, is living in Mex’
co, in extreme

poverty,

haying

wasted his mil-

lions of stealings from the public treasury.

bread will get very light;

Subscription
sent free.

past

summer

and

Conductors.
has

America,

been

for

notable

severe

both

in

thunder-

storms and damage by lightning and as
usual
under such eircumstances, we are favored with

would be acceptable during the high prices :—
Sift
so mach corn-meal as you think sufficient,
add a little salt, and pour boiling water on it,

beat it until smooth,

grease

a hot gnddle, and

put on the cakes with a spoon; do not
batter stiff or too thin. When done,
butter; we like them very much for
Yellow
meal would probably be as
those who like it.

THE CORN

CROP.

The

have the
split and
a change.
good for

Agricult iral Bureau

of the _eountry as 16 per
last year in point of average

yield, while there is a decrease of four

per

The falling off is estimated

cent.

at 250,~

{]
—
PIMPLES, ERUPTIONS, ROUGH SKIN.
The system being put under the influence of
‘Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery for a few
weeks, the skin becomies smooth, clear, soft, and
velvety, and being illuminated with the glow of
perfect

nealth

from

within, true

beauty stunds

no small amount of lightning-rod. literature,
One wtiter, in a Londoy journal, recommends

{orth in all its glory. Nothing ever presented to
the public as a beautifier of the complexion ever

gas-pipe, which he says can be bought at any
jron-mongers, in lengths’ varying from one foot
to twelve feet, each length being furnished with
serews and sockets for connecting the barrel together,
The gas-pipe has also the
advantage
of being stiff as well as cheap.

gave

The first twelve feet should: be driven into the
earth, and, whage practicable, the barrel may be
connected to the-water-pipes.
The barrel should be led up the house, outside the walls, inne straight
a line as practica-

ble, and attached to
driven

Way.

into the

the

walls,

house by iron

Price,

Specimen

Temple

Place,

Boston,

- ASK

FOR THE

staples

or by any other suitable

such

satisfaction

for

this

purpose

one to three bottles clear the skin of pimples,
blotches, eruptions, yellow spots, comedones, or
“grubs” a dozen may possibly be required to

cure some cases where the sys em is rotten with
_scrofulous or virulent blood poisons. The cure
of all these diseases, however, from the common

people to the worst scrofula is, with the use of
this’ most potent agent, only a matter of time.
Sold by all druggists,
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P.0. VICK RY & CO, Augusta, Maine.
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then grease your pans

While on the subject, perhaps another receipt

in the area,

Lightning

Sophie

«

:

ask FEIN

Its reading is adapted to the old and young, is |
vedy varied in its charaeter; sprightly and enter-

the

soft, and I think you will like it.

of

month.—

and pour

‘and form the loaves, and when light, bake them.
‘When the bread is done, I simply turn it upside
down until cool, then wrap it up, it will be very

cent, below that

We will try and denext

‘

He

8.

Raisins, bipch—. on

Rwh Chesterfield,
M. A. Denison.

:

of flour,

“

HEY

ve a Marro

$

Lemous.yum

SAVES LABOR, TIME AND CLOTHES.
IT HAS NO EQUAL!

warm water and enough flour and salt as usual.
I use all the sponge “at one baking.
Well, the

any mechanical operation
hive

life-times.— Hearth

with a lump of white sugar iu it. Stir it in.well;
cover up and set in a warm place until morning,
when it ought to be very light, then add u little

crop

and

sil-

cake of yeast well dissolved in 4 little water

reports the corn

Am. Ag.

The

Prof. Donati, one of the most distinguished
Italian astronomers, died recently of cholera,
contracted at Vienna.
His age was forty-seven,

operation

and

a

boiling water on the mess. Beat it- until itis
smooth and white, and when cool enough add a

have it at

which is perfeetly familiar,

-nies;to the three young women who were formerly connected with the American forgers on
the Bank of England.
Two have accepted the
offer, but the third prefers to remain in London.

A fire at Stamboul has destroyed the library of
Ahmed. Paris Effendi; the Arabic scholar, editor
of
the Arable puper, the Javail, and known as government,

Hoa Ay we

a new

speaking and thinking of the English
specimens of their poetry, and an accertain Gipsyries, or places inhabited
and of various things pertaining to Gip-

to Australia,
New
-

The Empress of Austria is ill, and

motion

Romany, or

is preparing

The British government offered a

4

. ‘the

George Borrow

is

Making.

from half a pint to a pint

with

any distance from two feetto many miles.
and become better acquainted with the

It

to look

weight in

Soll

ws 35, 8.x 76

8

C. A. Stephens,

C. W. Flanders,
8. 8. Robbins,

taining.

by the

I take them out, skin them and mash them nicely with a small piece of lard, then add to them

and

kept out the sun, and well ventilated, when the
distance is two miles or more, New swarms before flying out after

Louisa M. Alcott, °
Rebecca H. Davis,

re

sometimes; they should

especially ‘until’ familiar

ants.

Dr. IL. I. Hayes,
Louise C.] oulton,

Prof. Jsmes DeMille,

1 have been making such good bread lately
that I concluded not to hide my light under a:
bushel, so I will- let you into the secret.
For
two ordinary loaves I boil about six white potatoes, with the skins on. When
they are done,

be carried on springs.
When changed to a new
locality
at this season, the distance should not
be less than a mile.
Let the apiary be protected
trom the prevailing wins, and the hives face east,
south-east, or south, when possible, and conveniently near the dwelling, as it is weil to look at

them every day;

paying their

and will last a half a dozen
and Home.

covered with wire-cloth; heavy factory-muslin
will do a short time, but they will. bite through

days,

made

|¥

00

14 00

vei
Beas

Soft Shell... 20 @.. 31 wi

.

are:

Amongihese

Edward Eggleston

are infinitely better than the leaded shams which
the shopmen sell at two and three dollars a yard.
They are good and honest, will“ stand alone,”

ing her. If black bees, it might take some time.
A half-dozen pounds of sealed honey,—~which
must be guessed at,—will be sufficient, if the
spring is favorable; the age of the combs, if anywhere under twelve years, should be no objection; if clean, and not much moldy, they will
do. Bees may be moved this month with less
danger of breaking combs thay when heavier.

three

fanilly—looked for eagerly by the young folke,
and read with interest by the older. Its purpose is
to interest while it amuses; to be judicious, practi.
cal, sensible; and to have really permanent worth,

threads

well-made silk,—it
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reeled, and a filling of spun silk. These cost
but half 48 much as the best reeled silks,—and

indicate her presence without the trouble of find-

in two or

aims to be a favorite in every

ver for them.
And such silks are to be had
though they are not the shining ones offered so
temptingly in the shop windows.
Until 1855 the
broken ends of silk fibers, and the cocoons out
of which the moths had cut their way,were treated as waste material.
In that year a Frenchman
named Dupont, hit upon the idea of carding the
silk, and spinning it into yarn.fit for weaving.
Fabrics made of this yarn are called * spun.
silk.” They are quite as good as any
other,
quite as genuine as to material, quite as well
died and woven, quite as smooth, but not quite
as glossy. Their only demeritis lack of luster,
but they can be sold at considerably less than
half
of the price of ordinary silks, and to any
but feminine eyes are as handsome as possible.
Messrs. Cheney Brothers and some other manuacturers have been trying some
experiments
with spun silks, making a fabric with a warp of

such a stock evenas a gift,

up,

heavy,

and heavy, without

It will

The box-hive must be turned “bottom

a
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choice extra,

HE COMPANION

well by processes which utterly ruin it. And
you, gentle shoppers, may write it up in your
hats for ready reference, that whenever a glossy
silk fabric is offered you at less than- its weight
in silver, -it is something much worse than a
damaged article.
Now, let me say a comibrting word to* “the excellent gentle-woman who wants silks, genuine

show itself now by some of the breeding-cells.outside the cluster being sealed, and containing dead

Never

to be

very thin fabric, madé-heavy, and
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two to three dollars a vard.

which is so marvelously

in the box-hive, turn it bottom up without jarring, some. clear cool morning, and let the sun
shine directly iuto the hive. If the stock is an
old one, there is another point to be ascertained
at this time ; sec whether it contains foul bruod,

larvie,

Le 50
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use of sugar of lead and some _ other foreign substances, the presence of which is not easily de.
tected in the fabric; and itis this kind of thing

point

—a disease to be described another time.
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into any

fabric, if pure

may be converted into thick heavy

not the
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It is handsomely illustrated, and has for contribu.
tors some of the most attractive writers in the ceun-

The fact is, that in dying silks, light thin

or has a

best stocks are

or six combs, at least.

* Sixty curious statuettes in terra-cotta have sunk
been placed in the Louvre, brought from Tamara, in Beeotia, by MM. Dumons and Chaplain, a
a part of the fruits of their late voyage of diseovery in Greece. They are quite small and all represent women or children.
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painted red.’
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FLOUR AND MEAL.

yet there are plenty of people fully satisfied that
good, heavy, lustrous gros-grain can be bought

heaviest.
A large colony is very
important.
There should be bees in the spaces between five

cost, according to
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worth its weight in silver,and a trifle more. And

much instruction until he gets the first colony.
Should hé begin in spring, which is the best
time, let him gel some one better acquainted
with them than himself, if possible to make the
first purchase. In the absence of such assistance,
I would say, first, Italians, in movable combs,
are most desirable.
Select from a large mum-

and most of the

been

and of bees in particular,

woven fabric.
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Silk Making.

which must be removed

88

OIL.

FISH.

Raw rilk, as it comes from the manufacturer,
contains about twenty-five per cent. of gum,all of

proper

‘Beri

Superfing....oeses @ 1 20 (Orude..oovvree

a

versant with the best hooks and papers on the
subjeet, which he should be, he will not need

A box of old papers was lately sold in London
for £5. In it were
subsequently found autographs of Racine, Alfred De Musset, Balsac,
Moliere, and many marshals of the first empire
‘of France.
|'
- The highest inhabited spot in the world is the
Bhuddist cloister of Hanle (Thibet), where twenty priests live, at the enormous ight of 16,500
feet.
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while it attracts for the hour.

wish to become familiar, and has energy to car1y a good resolve into effect, and can spare the
time necessary from other: duties to do it, I
would advise a few bees, to begin. If he is con-

Some ancient vessels in pottery-ware, each
big enough for a man to live in, have been discovered in Rome on the Esquiline Hill.
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and water-pipes, with the iron mains
town.—American Builder,’
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houses of good construction are unintentionally
provided with efficient conductors; the caves and
ridges are covered with lead, and these commu~-
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are desired, it isgibetter to resort to skilled advice and to use copper conductors. Most modern

the performance of any

depends

that

tion, and where great

sett Steamship Company.
Indian raids are reported near Fort Richardthat State, The Choctaw legislative council has
adjourned once more without fulfilling the treaty

L

all present,

Russia’s Khivan expedition
English journals, £500,000.

infirmary
1,346 pa-

tients and spent $8,762 during the past.

the Franco-

:

andTllinois, were

arrange for

The
Boston lying-in hgspital and
for women and children has treated

During

she showed herself a most devotadministratrix of the kindness and
woman’s nature to the sufferers
which closed in terrible darkness

grandchildren.
No death had occured in any of
the families of the children, all of whom were
prosperous and happy.

the former

for the

Audion. ’lorence

. Dr. B.F. Teflt, now editor ol
Northern
Border, Bangor, Me., offici
at the golden
wedding of Mr. Benjamin Gross and wife, at
North Bgeksport, Me., in whose household during the fifty years not a death had occurred.
Their children, now living in Maine, New Jersey

the builders and the ma-

is acandidate

the fear of one prevent

to the lawyers employed in a suit brought by
McDonough’s heirs.
McDonough’s purpose in
making the bequest was that the money should
be devoted to the maintenance of, free white and
black schools in the cities named.

proposing to reduce wages.
Gratz Brown
legislature.

the

CANDLES,

where expense is not an important considera

duty until to-morrow or next week, he will find
the profits small.
With bees, more thay many

former city,.all” but $25,000 is said to have gone

fF

sons in New York is likely to occur,

Barton,

BOSTON W HOLKSALE PRICES

full contact with any water-pipe,or gas-pipe; but
il a damp earth be not obtainable, about twenty
feet or thirty feet of its length- should be buried
either in a straight or crooked direction, in the
ordinary soil, at a depth of two feet or more.
The only remaining precaution is to take care
that this conductor mever becomes severed at
the bottom, either by decay or willful injury.
For large or lofty buildings, and in all eases

that alone,he will feel differently after a little ex-

Of the great fortune of $3,000,000 left twentythree years ago to the cities of New Orleans and
Baltimore by John McDonough, who died in the

The case has gone to the full bench

died.
The city government of New York

Clara

money.

E.

ou questions of law.

or well, it will be

perience.
It he dare not risk the possibility of
a sting when protected as he can be now, or lets

A Detroit business man found a counterfeit
fitty-cent scrip among his currency the other day,
and he put it in his vest, and that afternoon gave
it to a little girl begging on “the streets.
When
he came back from tea he found the same piece
of scrip in the drawer again, and, questioning
his clerk, he learned that a little girl had bought
a stick of gum and gone away with 49 cents good

to recover on a policy of $20,000 issued upon the
the

ly wet ground, such as

examination

ocation for them to sting,and buses his

It is said that an admirable way to preserve
autumn leaves is to iron them fresh with a warm,
not hot, iron upon which spermaceti has been
lightly rubbed.

Caroline A. Chickering has sued the Globe
Mutual Life Insurance Company of New York
husband,

from such

reaches the ground a little more care is desirable.
If it be buried for ten or twelve feet in thorough-

poses that he will have no case of sufficient prov-

A cowardly fellow having kicked a newsboy
for pestering him to buy a paper, the youngster
waited until another boy accosted him, when he
shouted in the hearing of all the bystanders;
“It’s no use to try him, Jim; he can’t read I”

were wounded.
The inhdbitants in the vicinity
were obliged to stand guard over their houses
to protect their families.

lifc.of ber

may

things at the right time. A good waylto test his
qualifications for bee-keeping.is to examine his
way of doing things in the past. If he has been
§0 unfortunate in his training as to form habits
of indolence or negligence in his farmiug operations, until all chances of remuneration are lost,
—not so much from non-performance as for not
performing the proper thiog at the proper time,
and failed to make it pay in consequence,~he
will be likely to do .better with bees.
If his
training has ipduced a study of natural history,
and he is familiar with the habits'of many things

A sanguinary fight occurred on Sunday,among
a band of Indians encamped on the Jordan river, Utah, who bad become maddened with ligaor. Guns, knives and bludgeons were used.
A charge of shot went through one Indian’s

Several

subject, and what

of four years in Europe.

in Wrentham’ by the Hon. Ezra Wilkinson.

instantly.

of Mu-

other things, much

The bi~centennials of the city of Nushua,N. H.,
the town of Wrentham, Mass. were celebrated
Oct. 27. The heavy rain materially interfered
with the success of the occasions in both places.
The regular programmes were carried out," however. In Nashua, the historical address was deJivered by the Hon. Samuel’T. Worcester, and

him

new $300,000 “ Academy

Nightingale, has returned home after an absence
Prussian war,
ed and tender
sympathies of
of the conflict
at Sedan.

quantity of flour of Chicago brands and lumber
was washed ashore betweén Bayfield and Goderich, and two boats were picked up.

brain, killing

bought bees or bought cows ten years ago,
and has no mecome or has one does not profit us.
Chicago Exposition, that he stole a But when we have the causes detailed that have
get thefe. -Not being able to pass led to these results, either favorable or othersame track, he left the animal to wise, we have a key to success.
and escaped to the woods.
-John has a desire to keep bees. Let him take
measures .to know his business, examine the
such an itch-

The Ch¥Nstian Union, talking of th uses and
teeth, tells a story of an unfortunate
e teeth, while he was , eaching
, dropped out in the middle of a se~
on the looseness of Mr. Beecher’s
theology.

Captain Clarke of the ship Sunrise, was found

" vicinity of Bayfield state
were found on the beach.

developed into

sic,” on North Howard street, near Center, will
seem unfavorable, is often at advantage. If he
be finished this winter.
IL will seat 2000 persons
bas been trained to think that the simple act of
comfortably.
The front is of brick, faced with
buying four hives of bees will secure a compeA large number of private boxe"
Ohio fréestone.
tence, let him be undeceived. If he is sufficientes will'bg placed in different parts of the auditoly credulous to take the marvelous tales of pa‘Hum.
i
‘
=
.
tent-vender, that his particular hive, and no othls, Professor
Hitchcock states that the total area er, will make him rich without an effort on his
of the doal-ficlds of the United States amounts to part, let him be undeceived.
Tf he is indolent,
280,609 square, miles, besides.the strata which be- and hopes to escape the necessity of labor by
long to other formations thun the carboniferous,
procuring bees to do it for im, I beg that he
as for instance those of Virginia, of the territory
will not disgrace the business by undertaking
west of the Missouri River, and those in Califor- and failing. It he feels that he has an exemption pass,—*‘ bees never sting me ”—and sup.

destroyed by fire Wednesday night,und four children were burned to death.

Sing

coast and up the Lufigi

Some chap at Hopeston, Ill, had

county, Mo., was

wentto

African

something formidable.

in is suspected of being the murderer.

and

East

been organized, and will soon be

The town of Americus, Georgia, has been vis-

the verdict,

the

River, reports a prospective revival of the slave
trade on the land route. The system has already

ited by an extensive conflagration, the damage
being estimated at $300,000
Jobn McLaughlin was found murdered on a
His cousroad in Cascade county, Pa., Monday.

Stokes accepts the

Basin” of

Dr. Kirk™Who has just returned from a trip
along

$160,000.

situation,

Marshall

General Custar listened to lecture in Duluth on
how to save the Indians. He said the doctrine
was good for the inside of a church, but no man
could practiée it on the plains and save his hair.

The President has appointed Lucien A. Wait
consul at Piraeus, Greece,
A large portion of the town of Canastota,N. Y.,
was destroyed by fire, Monday, causing a Toss of

while on the Yoyige from New

Ennis and Nellie

the National Park of the Yellowstone district.

000,

A dwelling house in Mercer

Jennie

white cioldren ever-im the *“ Geyser

York city,

loss

and

claim the distinguished honor ‘of Bing the first

$150,000 to

Tuésday, causing a loss of between
One man lost his life.
$200,000.

Four coal barges were suuk in the

Willie

Markets.

For the week

Bees.— Advice to Beginners.

It is considered a potuiile fact that nearly all
of Houston, Texas, can read and

the aldermen

of manEdward S. Stokes has been convicted
ced to
slaughter in the third degree, and senten
imprisonment for four years, at Sing Sing.
The New York branch of the firmof A. &W,
suspended
& Co.
Hoyt, Spragues
Sprague,
the gen,to
se
surpri
some
caused
It
Thursday.
eral public, but it did not ereate a shock in finan-

fied with

dogs” in a swanip
beusts refuse to be

driven away.

longer, epidemic
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RHEUMATIC
ELIXIR cures the
The top lengh, which should be carried to some | CLARKE’S
worst cases of Sciatica, and all other forms of Rheuhight above the house,—~say fifteen feet to twenty feet (the higher the better)—may be terminatmatism. Read the jollowing evidence: Mr. E. G.
ed with a pointed copper rod attached
ta“the in- Tlrner, Hebron, Me., after years of intense sufferterior of the top length of the barrel.
ing from Sciatica, was entirely cured by Clarke’s
Another says: Take four similar lengths of
Rheumatic Elixir.
ordinary galvinized No. 8 wire,which is the wire
4
?
.
Mr. Knowles, of Brunswick, Me., suffered severely
commonly used for telegraphic purposes, and
from Rheumatism, with swelling and inflammation of
is about an eighth of an inch in diameter.
The
The Christian
Union, having a department
the joints. Seven months he was helpless; unable
four wires are, by means of a stout stick; to be
for Farm and Garden , says;
to do anything ; by advice of Rev. J. Fuller, he tried
“ A'man mm New Hampshire bought four twisted together into a vope of sufficient length Clarke's Rheumatic Elixir, two bottles of which enswarms of bees ten years ago, and now has an in to reach from the top of the highest chimney to tirely cured him.
the ground, and to extend twenty or thirty feet
Mr, Hopkins, baggage master on the P. & K. RR,
come of $1,200 a year from honey,
Go buy four
under ground. The rope may project a few inch- Gardiner, Me,, suffered from Sciatica more than
Swarms of bees young man,” What is the meaning
twelve years, was cured by a few bottles of Clarke's
es above the chimney,and the wire may be spread
of this? Is it a burlesque on teaching bee-keeping
Rheumatic Elixir,
il
out
into
forks
and
pointed.
If
several
chimneys
in one short pargraph; or is it sober earnest? As
rise of the-same hight, the . conductor should be
Mr.
Z.J.
Frank,
Poland,
Me., says: I have sold
well say ‘* a man in New York{ bought one hunMr, Clarke’s Rheumatic Elixir, very extensively,
and
dred acres of land, and fifty cows, ten years ago, raised above them, so us to protect the whole,
have known it to cure some of the worst cases of
It maybe fixed in any manner or direction
and now has an income of $2,000 a year from
Rheumatism and Neuralgia I have ever seen, and
cheese, Go and buy a farm and cows.”
What is either within or without the house, as found have never known it to fail in any case.
convenient;
but
if
there
be
any
leaden
gutters
gained? Ts not such advice a'damage to the readPrepared by Walter Clarke & Son, Minot, Me., and
or pipes near its path it is preferable that it
er! We want the other side; and that, alone,
should
not
touch
them,’
When
the
conduetor
sold
by Druggists and Medicine Dealers generally.
would be equally unfair, To say that a man
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THE

Panacea

and Family

Lini-

The
JEST 18 the best remedy in the world for the followcomplaints, viz. : Cramp in the Limbs and Btom-,
Pain in the Stomach, Bowels on Side, Rheumaing
!
tiem in all its forms, Bilious Colic, Neuralgia, Phot.
a, Dysentery, Colds, Fresh Wounds, Burns, Sore
Bridees,
and
S
Sprains
,
Complaints
’
Spina
Spi
Thioat,
Chills and pyar, Dlirely Vegetable and All-healing.
use. Prepared by CURTIS
For Internal and External
New York, and for
& BROWN, No. 215 Fulton street,
18127edthw
sale by all druggists.
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